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INFINITE DIMENSIONAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 
WITH UNBOUNDED CONTROL AND OBSERVATION: 

A FUNCTIONAL ANALYTIC APPROACH 

DIETMAsR SALAMON 

ABSTRACT. The object of this paper is to develop a unifying framework for the 
functional analytic representation of infinite dimensional linear systems with un-
bounded input and output operators. On the basis of the general approach new 
results are derived on the wellposedness of feedback systems and on the linear 
quadratic control problem. The implications of the theory for large classes of 
functional and partial differential equations are discussed in detail. 

1. Introduction. For large classes of infinite dimensional control systems an 
adequate mathematical representation leads to unbounded input and output opera-
tors. In partial differential equations this is the case if the control acts through the 
boundary and if the measurements can only be taken at a few points of the spatial 
domain. Analogous phenomena occur in functional differential equations if there are 
delays in the input and output variables. 

This paper presents a unifying abstract framework for the study of infinite 
dimensional linear systems which allows for unbounded control and observation. 
The main emphasis has been to keep the theory in a simple and elegant form and 
still to cover most of the known examples of wellposed, linear, time invariant infinite 
dimensional control systems. The general approach is then used to derive new results 
on the wellposedness of feedback systems and on the linear quadratic control 
problem. Furthermore, it is shown how large classes of functional and partial 
differential equations can be represented within the abstract functional analytic 
framework. 

The relevance of unbounded input and output operators both from a theoretical 
and from a practical point of view has been recognized for a long time in the 
literature on the mathematical theory of infinite dimensional control systems. 
Without attempting to give a complete overview we mention the classical work by 
Lions [28], Lions and Magenes [29] as well as the early papers by Fattorini [12], 
Lukes and Russell [30], Russell [36, 37, 38] and the more recent book by Curtain and 
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Pritchard [6]. In recent years more attention has been paid to the abstract represen-
tation of boundary control systems. In the context of partial differential equations 
we refer to Balakrishnan [2], Washburn [45], Ho and Russell [19], Lasiecka and 
Triggiani [24], and in the context of functional differential equations to Ichikawa 
[20], Delfour [10], Salamon [40], Delfour and Karrakchou [11], Pritchard and 
Salamon [34]. 

Despite these efforts there are certain classes of wellposed infinite dimensional 
systems for which a satisfactory functional analytic representation has not yet been 
developed. Among these there are the examples discussed in §§6 and 7.3. The main 
feature of these systems is that the input and output operators are in a sense more 
unbounded than the operator which describes the dynamics of the free system. In 
particular, the wave equation in §7.3 has been one of the main motivating examples 
for the development of our general approach. 

This general approach is discussed in detail in §2. The important new feature of 
the abstract semigroup control system in §2.1 is the representation of the output and 
the introduction of the operator ~. The development of this new structure has 
turned out to be necessary in order to allow for enough unboundedness in the input 
and output operators. If either the input or the output operator is strictly un-
bounded, an equivalent representation of the infinite dimensional system is derived 
in §§2.2 and 2.3 leading to the concepts of an "abstract boundary control system" 
and an "abstract point observation process". These two concepts are dual to each 
other while the concept of an "abstract semigroup control system" is self dual (§3). 
Based on the fundamental theory of §2 a new perturbation result is derived in §4. §5 
deals with the linear quadratic control problem for the class of systems discussed in 
§2 without further restrictions. In particular, the optimal control is characterized in 
terms of the dual system and conditions are given under which the optimal control is 
differentiable. Furthermore, it is shown that the optimal control satisfies an un-
bounded feedback law and is related to a Riccati type equation. A very general class 
of functional differential equations is discussed in §6. In §7 it is shown how both 
parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential equations can be described within the 
framework of §2. 

2. Three basic concepts. 
2.1. Semigroup control systems. An abstract semigroup control system (SCS) is 

described by the equation 

(2.1; 1) x ( t) = Ax ( t) + Bu ( t ) , t ~ 0, x(O) = x a' 

where u(t) E U is the input, We He V are Hilbert spaces with continuous, dense 
injections and A E .P(W, H) n .P(H, V), B E 'p(U, V) where U is also a Hilbert 
space. 

REMARK 2.1. If A: §)(A) ~ H is a closed, densely defined operator on a Hilbert 
space H, then W = §)(A) and V* = §)(A*) can be made into Hilbert spaces with 
the respective graph norms. Identifying H with its dual we obtain W c H c V and 
V* c He W* with continuous, dense injections. Furthermore, A and A* can now 
be regarded as bounded operators from W, or respectively V*, into H. By duality, 
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we obtain the extensions A E !l'(H, V), A* E !l'(H, W*). If A has a nonempty 
resolvent set, then W = {x E H I Ax E H} and the bounded extension A E 

!l'(H, V) coincides with the adjoint of the unbounded restriction A* :£g«A*)2)-> 
V*. The same holds for A*. Finally, we point out that whenever We H with a 
continuous, dense injection and A E !l'(W, H) has a nonempty resolvent set, then 
the norm on W is equivalent to the graph norm of A. 

Now we will discuss the output of the SCS (2.1.1) in a Hilbert space Y. The output 
of the free system (u(t) == 0) can be described by an operator C E !l'(W, Y) if 
x(t) E W for every t ;:. O. In order to describe the output of the forced motions of 
(2.1; 1) let us assume that JLl - A : W -> His boundedly invertible for some JL E R. 
Then every solution x(·) E ~I[O, T; H] of (2.1; 1) can be written in the form 

(2.2) x{t) = (JLl - Af\JLx(t) - x(t)) +(JLl - AfIBu(t). 

Hence x(t) ~ W unless Bu(t) E H. Therefore the operator C alone is not enough to 
describe the output of the forced motions. Another operator I;. E !l'(U, Y) is 
needed. Then as motivated by (2.2) we can define the output of (2.1; 1) by 

(2.1; 2) yet) = C(JLl - Afl(JLX(t) - x(t)) + I;.u(t) 

whenever x(·) E ~I[O, T; H] satisfies (2.1; 1). In order to make sure that the 
expression (2.1; 2) is independent of JL, we have to assume that the operator family 
TIL E !l'(U, y), JL ~ a(A), satisfies a certain compatibility condition. The following 
hypothesis summarizes all the assumptions imposed on A, B, C and T,... 

(SO) 

(2.3) 

The operator JLl - A : W -> H is boundedly invertible for 
some JL E R, V* = £g(A*), 

I;. - T}. = (1\ - JL)C(JLl - Af\1\1 - Afl B 

for all 1\, JL ~ a(A). 

At some places we need in addition that the input and output operators are 
strictly unbounded (with respect to H), that is, 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

rangeB n H = {O}, 

rangeC* n H = {O}. 

REMARKS 2.2. (i) The compatibility condition (2.3) guarantees that the expression 
(2.1; 2) for the output of the system is independent of JL. 

(ii) The operator family I;. E !l'(U, Y) is analytic on C \ a(A) and has to be 
understood as the transfer operator which determines the input/output relationship 
of (2.1) in the frequency domain. It generalizes the expression C(JLl - A)-IB which 
does not make sense if both Band C are strictly unbounded with respect to H. 

(iii) If either rangeB c H or C extends to a bounded operator from H into Y, 
then I;. = C(JLl - A)-IB + D for some D E !l'(U, Y). Therefore I;. includes the 
possibility of a direct input/output relation. 
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The next hypothesis is related to the homogeneous equation (2.1; 1) (u(t) == 0). 

(Sl) 
The operator A :~(A) = W ~ H is the infinitesimal genera-
tor of a strongly continuous semigroup Set) E !l'(H). 

If (SO) and (Sl) are satisfied, then S( t) is also a strongly continuous semi group on W 
and V and the infinitesimal generator of Set) E !l'(V) is given by the extended 
operator A: H ~ V (Remark 2.1). The next Lemma is a well-known result in 
semigroup theory and summarizes the consequences of hypothesis (Sl) for the 
inhomogeneous equation (2.1; 1). 

LEMMA 2.3. Let (SO) and (Sl) be satisfied. let Xo E Hand u(·) E WL2[O, T; Uj be 
given and define 

(2.6) x{t) = S{t)xo + [S{t - s)Bu{s)ds. 
o 

o ~ t ~ T. 

Then x( . ) E ~[O, T; Hj n ~l[O. T; Vj and 

(2.7) ",:{t) = Ax(t) + Bu{t) = S{t)[Axo + Bu{O)] + {S(t - s)Bu(s)ds 

for 0 ~ t ~ T. If moreover u(·) E W2.2[O. T; Uj and Axo + Bu(O) E H, then x(·) E 

~l[O, T; Hj. 

Let (SO) and (Sl) be satisfied and let u(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; Uj and Xo E H satisfy 
Axo + Bu(O) E H. Then we denote by x( t) = x( t; Xo, u) the corresponding unique 
solution of (2.1; 1) which is given by (2.6) and by yet) = yet; Xo, u) the associated 
output (2.1; 2). The next hypotheses are related to the input/state, the state/output 
and the input/output relationship of the SCS (2.1). 

(S2) 

(S3) 

(Sl) is satisfied and there exists a c > 0 such that the 
following inequality holds for all u(·) E W1,2[O, T; Uj: 

IIIaT S{T - s )Bu(s) ds t ~ ell u(-) !IL'[o. T: VI· 

(Sl) is satisfied and there exists a c > 0 such that the 
following inequality holds for all x E W: 

IleSe)x 11['[oJ: Y] ~ cllx IIH. 
(Sl) is satisfied and there exists a c > 0 such that the 

(S4) following inequality holds for every u(·) E W2,2[O, T; Uj with 
u(O) = 0: 

II y{.; 0, u) IIL2[o, T: Y] ~ ell u(·) IIL2[0. T: vJ· 
DEFINITION 2.4. The ses (2.1) is said to be well posed if (SO)-(S4) are satisfied. If 

the ses (2.1) is wellposed and Xo E H, u(·) E L2[O, T; Uj are given, we define 
x(t) = x(t; Xo, u) by (2.6) and yet) = yet; Xo, u) by continuous extension of the 
expression (2.1; 2) using (S3) and (S4). y( t) is said to be the weak output of the ses 
(2.1 ). 
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By definition, the weak output y(t; x o, u) of the wellposed SCS (2.1) has to satisfy 
(2.1; 2) only if u(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; Hl, u(O) = 0, Xo E W. It is not immediately 
obvious that y(t) also satisfies (2.1; 2) in general whenever x(·; X o, u) E 

W1.2[O, T; Hl. We establish this in the next lemma along with some differentiability 
properties of the solutions and outputs of (2.1). 

LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that the SCS (2.1) is well posed, let Xo E H, u(·) E L2[0, T; Ul 
be given and let x(t) = x(t; x o, u), y(t) = y(t; x o, u) be defined as above. Then the 
following statements hold. 

(i) x(·; x o, u) E <6"[0, T; Hl n W1.2[O, T; Vl satisfies (2.1; 1) for almost every t E 

[0, T]. 
(ii) If x(·; Xo, u) E W1.2[O, T; Hl then (2.1; 2) holds for almost every t E [0, Tl. 
(iii) If u( . ) E W 1•2 [0, T; Ul and Axo + Bu(O) E H, then x(· ; x o, u) E <6"1[0, T; Hl, 

y( . ; x o, u) E w1.2[O, T; Yl satisfy x( t; x o, u) = x( t; Axo + Bu(O), u) and y( t; x o, u) 
= y(t; Axo + Bu(O), u) for (almost) every t E [0, Tl. 

PROOF. The continuity of x(t) in H follows from standard estimates using (S2) 
(see [40, Theorem 1.3.4]). Moreover, (2.1; 1) follows from the fact that the equation 

x(t; x o, u) = Xo + f [Ax(s; x o, u) + BU(s)] ds 

holds for 0 :s:; t :s:; T, u(·) E W 1•2[0, T; Ul, X o E H (Lemma 2.3) and that both sides 
of this equation depend continuously on X o E Hand u(·) E L 2 [0, T; Ul. This 
proves statement (i). 

In order to establish statement (ii) we have to make use of the calculations leading 
to equation (3.4) in the proof of Theorem 3.3 below. Let us fix v(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; Yj, 
v(T) = 0, let z(s) = z(s; 0, v) be given by (3.3) and define 

w(s) = B*(/LI - A*r1(/Lz(s) + £(s)) + T/v(s) forO:S:; s:S:; T. 

Then it follows from (3.4) that the equation 

rT (v(t), yet; x o, u)\dt = (z(O), XO>H + rT (w(s), u(s»uds 10 . 10 
holds for Xo E W, u(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; Ul, u(O) = 0, and hence, by continuous depen-
dence for all Xo E H, u(·) E L 2[0, T; Ul. If moreover x(·; Xo, u) E w1.2[O, T; Hl, 
we may define Ht) by (2.1; 2) and use (3.4) once again to obtain 

foT (v(t), yet; x o, u) - y(t))ydt = O. 

Since the set of all v(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; Yl with v(T) = 0 is dense in L 2[0, T; Yl we 
conclude that y = y. 

In order to establish statement (iii) let us choose u(·) E W3.2[O, T; Ul with 
Axo + Bu(O) E Hand A[Axo + Bu(O)l + Bu(O) E H. Then it follows from Lemma 
2.3 that 

O:s:; t:s:; T, 
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and that X(·; AxO + Bu(O), it) E ~1[0, T; H]. Hence we can apply statement (ii) to 
both y(t; Xo, u) and y(t; Axo + Bu(O), it) and obtain with the help of the above 
equation that 

y(t; x o, u) = y(O; xo, u) + {y(s; Axo + Bu(O), it) ds, O::s:; t::s:; T. 

Hence statement (iii) follows from the fact that both sides in these two equations 
depend continuously on Xo E H, Axo + Bu(O) E Hand u E W1,2[0, T; U]. Here we 
need the fact that F = {(x, u, z) E H X U X H I Ax + Bu = z} contains {(x, u, z) 
E F I Az E H + range B} as a dense subspace. In fact, given (x, u, z) E F choose 
wk E W converging to p.x - Z E H and define Xk = (p.J - Atl(Wk + Bu), Zk = 
AXk + Bu. Then (Xk' u, Zk) converges to (x, u, z) in F and AZk + p.Bu E H. 0 

If .the SCS (2.1) is wellposed then we introduce for notational convenience the 
operators !fd(T) E .P(L2[0, T; U]; H), ~(T) E .P(H, L2[0, T; YD, .'Y(T) E 
.P(L2[0, T; U], L2[0, T; YD such that 

x(T; x o, u) = S(T)xo + !fd(T)u E H, 

y(.; Xo, u) = ~(T)xo + .'Y(T)u E L2[0, T; Y], 
for Xo E Hand u(·) E L2[0, T; U]. For t::s:; T we also introduce the left shift 
operator crt and the restriction operator Pt from L 2[0, T; U] into L 2[0, t; U] by 
defining 

(crtu)(s) = u(s + T- t), (Ptu)(s) = u(s), O::s:; s::S:; t, 
for u(·) E L 2[0, T; U]. Then crt: L 2[0, t; U] -+ L 2[0, T; U] is the right shift operator 
and pi is the extension operator. They are given by 

( )() { 0, ° < S < T - t, 
crt*u s = u(s + t - T), T - t < S < T, 

(piu)(s) = {ou,(s), 0< s < t, 
t < S < T, 

for u(·) E L 2[0, t; U]. The analogous operators on L 2[0, T; Y] will also be denoted 
by crt' Pt' crt, pi. The following relations between the various operators express the 
linearity and time invariance of the SCS (2.1). They can be easily checked and we 
state them without proof. 

LEMMA 2.6. 
(i) crtcrt* = id, 

ptcrt- t = 0, 
ptpi = id, 

crT-tpi = 0. 
(ii) !fd(T) = S(T - t)!fd(t)pt + !fd(T - t)crT_1' 

~(T) = crt_t~(T - t)S(t) + pi~(t), 
.'Y(T) = pi.'Y(t)pt + crt_t~(T - t)!fd(t)Pt + crt_t.'Y(T - t)crT_t· 

(iii) !fd(T)crt = !fd( t), !fd(T)pi = S(T - t )!fd( t), 
crT_t~(T) = ~(T - t)S(t), Pt~(T) = ~(t), 
.'Y(T)crt* = crt*.'Y(t), pt.'Y(T) = .'Y(t) PI' 
crT_t.'Y(T)pi = ~(T - t)!fd(t). 
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It seems to be an interesting open question whether all operator families PJ(t), 
!T(t), ~(t) with the properties of Lemma 2.6 can be represented in the above way in 
terms of operators B, 1',., C, which satisfy the hypotheses (S2)-(S4). 

2.2. Boundary control systems. In this section we rewrite the SCS (2.1) into a more 
convenient form provided that the input operator B E fe(U, V) is injective and 
strictly unbounded that is (2.4) holds. For this purpose we introduce the space 

(2.8) Z = {x E HIAx E H + rangeB} 

and make it into a Hilbert space by defining 

(2.9) 
2 2 2 2 Ilxllz = IlxliH + Ilullu + IIAx + BullH 

where u E U is the unique input vector with Ax + Bu E H. Then Z C H with a 
continuous dense injection. Furthermore we introduce the operators tl E fe(Z, H), 
f E fe(Z, U) by defining tlx = Ax + Bu, fx = u for x E Z and u E U with 
Ax + Bu E H. This means that 

(2.10) tlx = Ax + Bfx, X E Z. 

Finally, we define K E fe( Z, Y) by 

(2.11) Kx = C{/LI - Ar1{/Lx - tlx) + 1',.fx 

for x E Z and /L $. a(A). Some straightforward manipulations using (2.3) show that 
the operator K defined by (2.11) is independent of /L. 

As a consequence of these constructions we obtain that every solution x(·) E 

~1[0, T; H] of the SCS (2.1) is also a solution of the abstract boundary control system 
(BCS) 

(2.12) {
X{t) = tlx{t), 
fx{t) = u{t), 

y{t) = Kx{t), 

t > 0, 
x(O) = X o, 

and vice versa. The interpretation of (2.12) is that the initial value problem x = tlx, 
x(O) = x o, does not give rise to unique solutions unless the "boundary condition" 
fx = u is also satisfied. Since equation (2.12) only makes sense if x(t) is at least 
absolutely continuous in H, one might understand the solutions of the SCS (2.1) as 
"weak solutions" of the BCS (2.12). 

Note that an analogous version of the above construction has been developed by 
Ho and Russell [19] for a special class of systems with a scalar input. 

In Curtain and Salamon [7] the BCS (2.12) has been considered as a basic model. 
In fact, many systems can be formulated as a BCS of the form (2.12) in a direct way 
(see §6 and §7.3). From this point of view we have to assume that Z c H are Hilbert 
spaces with a continuous dense injection and the operators tl E fe(Z, H), f E 

fe(Z, U), K E fe(Z, Y) satisfy the following hypothesis. 

(BO) f is onto, ker f is dense in H, there exists a /L E R such that 
ker(/LI - tl) n ker f = {O} and /LI - tl is onto. 
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At some places we also need that the output operator K E 2'(2, Y) is strictly 
unbounded (with respect to H), that is, 
(2.13) range K * n (H + range f *) = {O}. 
Here we have identified H with its dual so that H C 2 * with a continuous dense 
injection. 

REMARK 2.7. Since f is onto there exists a constant Co > 0 such that for every 
u E U there exists an x E 2 with 
(2.14) fx = u, 

In order to transform any BCS (2.12) which satisfies (BO) into an SCS of the form 
(2.1), we introduce the space 
(2.15) W = {x E 2 I fx = O} 
and denote by L: W ~ 2 the canonical injection. Then W c H with a continuous 
dense injection. The operators A E 2'(W, H) and C E 2'(W, Y) are given by 
(2.16) A = ~L, C = KL. 
Now define V* = ~(A*) as in Remark 2.1 so that He V with a continuous dense 
injection and A extends to a bounded operator from H into V. Then it follows from 
Remark 2.1 that Ax = ~x if and only if fx = 0 for every x E Z. This allows us to 
define the operators B E 2'(U, V) and 1',. E 2'(U, Y) for JL $ a(A) as follows. 

Given u E U, choose x E 2 such that fx = u and define 

Bu = ~x - Ax, 1',.u = Kx - C(JLI - Ar1(JLx - ~x). 

Then these operators are well defined, they are obviously linear and, by Remark 2.7, 
they are bounded. Furthermore, by definition, these operators satisfy (2.10) and 
(2.11). 

• PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) Let the operators A, B, C, 1',. satisfy (SO), suppose that B is 
injective and strlctly unbounded and let 2 be defined by (2.8), (2.9). Then there exist 
unique operators ~ E 2'(2, H), f E 2'(2, U), K E 2'(2, Y) satisfying (2.10) and 
(2.11). These operators also satisfy (BO), (2.15), (2.16). Furthermore, 2 = W E9 
range(JLI - AtlB for JL $ a(A) and 

(2.17) ~(JLI - Ar1B = JL(I1.!- Ar1B, f(JLI - Ar1B = I, 

(2.18) 

(ii) Suppose that the operators ~, f, K satisfy (BO) and let W, A E 2'(W, H), 
C E 2'(W, Y) be defined by (2.15), (2.16). Furthermore, let V be the dual space of 
V* = ~(A*). Then A E 2'(H, V) and there exist unique operators BE 2'(U, V), 
1',. E 2'(U, Y), JL $ a(A), satisfying (2.10) and (2.11). These operators also satisfy 
(SO) and B is injective and strictly unbounded. Finally, 2 is given by (2.8) and the 
norm on 2 is equivalent to the one defined by (2.9). 

(iii) Suppose that the spaces W, H, V, 2 and the operators A, B, C, Tp.' ~, f, K 
satisfy (SO), (BO) (2.8), (2.10), (2.11), (2.15), (2.16). Then every solution x(·) E 

~1[0, T; H] of the SCS (2.1) satisfies the BCS (2.12) and vice versa. Furthermore, K 
is strictly unbounded and has a dense range if and only if C is strictly unbounded and 
has a dense range. 
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PROOF. (i) The existence of the operators ~, f, K satisfying (2.10), (2.11) has been 
established above. Now (2.15) follows from the fact that, by definition of f, fx = 0 
if and only if Ax E H which is equivalent to x E W (Remark 2.1). Furthermore, 
(2.16) follows from (2.15), (2.10) and (2.11). The equation 

A(p.l - ArIBu + Bu = p.(p.l - ArIBu E H 

for u E U shows that range(p.l - A)-IB c Z and that (2.17) holds. (2.18) is a 
consequence of (2.17) and (2.11). Since B is strictly unbounded, we get W () 
range(p.l - A)-IB = {O}, and Z = WEB range(p.l - A)-IB follows from the iden-
tity 

for x E Z. Finally, it follows from (2.17) that f is onto. 
(ii) Now let ~, f, K be given and let W, V, A, B, C, T,. be defined as above. 

Then B is injective and strictly unbounded since Bu E Hand fx = u imply that 
Ax = ~x - Bfx E H and hence x E W = ker f (Remark 2.1). Now we show that 
Z is given by (2.8). If x E Z then Ax = ~x - Bfx E H + range B. Conversely, if 
Ax + Bu E H for some u E U and if fz = u, z E Z, then A(x - z) = Ax + Bu -
~z E H and hence x - z E W which implies that x E Z. 

In order to establish the equivalence of the norms on Z, let x E Z be given and 
chose z E Z such that fz = fx and Ilzllz::;;; collfxllv (Remark 2.7). Then for 
p. E R\(J(A) 

(2.19) 

IIxll z ::;;; IIzllz + 1I(p.l - ArI(p.l - ~)(x - z )lIz 

::;;; co[l + 1I(p.l - ArI(p.l - ~)II] II fx II v 

+1I(p.l - ArIII[Ip.lllxIl H + lI~xIlH] 

::;;; c[lIxliH + II fxll v + lI~xIlH]' 

(iii) For the proof of statement (iii) it is convenient to identify W* with 
Z * jrange f * so that L * : Z * -+ W * is the canonical projection. Moreover, note that 
range f* () H = {O} since ker f is dense in H. This allows us to identify x E H 
with L*X = x + rangef* E W*. 

Now suppose that K is strictly unbounded and has a dense range. Then C*y = 
L*K*y E L*H implies that K*y E H + rangef* and hence y = O. Therefore C is 
strictly unbounded and has a dense range. Conversely suppose that C is strictly 
unbounded and has a dense range. Then K*y E H + rangef* implies that C*y = 
L*K*y E L*H and hence y = O. Therefore K is strictly unbounded and has a dense 
range. 0 

Suppose that the space W, H, V, Z and the operators A, B, C, T,., ~, f, K 
satisfy (SO), (BO), (2.8), (2.10), (2.11), (2.15), (2.16). Then equation (2.17) shows that 
(p.l - A)-IB: U -+ Z is the solution operator of the abstract elliptic problem 

(2.20) ~x = p.x, fx = u. 
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The next hypothesis is related to the homogeneous equation (2.12). 
For every Xo E Z with fxo = 0 there exists a unique solution 

(B1) x(O) = x(·; x o, 0) E ~[O, T; Z] () ~1[0, T; H] of x = Llx, fx 
= 0, x(O) = x o, depending continuouly on Xo E Z. 

The implications of this hypothesis for the inhomogeneous equation are summarized 
in the Corollary below which follows immediately from Proposition 2.8 together with 
Lemma 2.3 and a result in Phillips [33]. 

COROLLARY 2.9. Let (BO) and (B1) be satisfied. Then for every Xo E Z and every 
u(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; U] with fxo = u(O) there exists a unique solution x(·) = 

x(·; x o, u) E ~[O, T; Z] () ~1[0, T; H] of (2.12). This solution depends continuously 
on Xo E Z and it(·) E W 1,2[0, T; U]. 

The next hypotheses are related to the input/state, the state/output and the 
input/output relationship of the BCS (2.12). 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

For all Xo E Z, u(·) E W 1,2[0, T; U] with fxo = u(O) there 
exists a unique solution x(·) = x(·; x o, u) E ~[O, T; Z] () 
~1[0, T; H] of the BCS (2.12) depending continuously on 
Xo E Z and it(·) E L2[0, T; U]. 

(B1) is satisfied and there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
the following inequality holds for every Xo E Z with fxo = O. 

faT IIKx(t; xo,O)II}dt ~ cllxoll~. 

(B1) is satisfied and there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
the following inequality holds for every u(·) E W 2,2[0, t; u] 
with u(O) = O. 

iT Ily(t; 0, u)ll}dt ~ c iT lIu(t)ll~dt 
o 0 

where y(t; 0, u) = Kx(t; 0, u) with x(·; 0, u) E ~[O, T; Z] () 
~1[0, T; H] as in Corollary 2.9. 

DEFINITION 2.10. The BCS (2.12) is said to be well posed if the hypotheses 
(BO)-(B4) are satisfied. 

PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose that the spaces W, H, V, Zand the operators A, B, C, 
Tp., Ll, f, K satisfy (SO), (BO) (2.8), (2.10), (2.11), (2.15), (2.16). Then the SCS (2.1) 
satisfies hypothesis (Sk) if and only if the BCS (2.12) satisfies hypothesis (Bk) for 
k = 1,2,3,4. 

PROOF. The equivalence of (Sl) and (B1) follows from Phillips [33]. Furthermore, 
it follows from Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.8 that (S2) implies (B2). In fact, given 
Xo E z and u(·) E W 1,2[0, T; H] with fxo = u(O), we get Axo + Bu(O) = Llxo E H 
and hence the function x(·) = x(·; X o, u) E ~1[0, T; H] defined by (2.6) satisfies 
(2.7) (Lemma 2.5). Therefore x(·) is the unique solution of the BCS (2.12). Since 
Ax(t) + Bu(t) = x(t) E H it follows from (2.19) that x(·) E ~[O, T; Z]. The con-
tinuous dependence follows easily from (2.6) and (2.7) together with (2.19). 
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Conversely, suppose that (B2) is satisfied, let v(·) E W 1,2[0, T; U] and define 

x ( t) = { S (t - s) Bu ( s ) ds, u ( s) = { v ( 'T ) d'T. 

Then x( . ) E ~1[0, T; H) and 

Ax(t) + Bu(t) = x(t) = { S(t - s)Bv(s) ds E H. 

(Lemma 2.3). By (2.19), this implies x(·) E ~[O, T; Z] and, by (2.10), x(t) = Ax(t), 
fx(t) = u(t). Hence, by (B2), there exists a constant c > 0 such that 

IIIaT S(T- S)BV(S)dst =llx(T)IIH~ cllv(·)IIL2 [O,T;U]' 

This proves (S2). 
The equivalence of (S3) and (B3) is trivial. So is the equivalence of (S4) and (B4). 

o 
Note that the above proof for the equivalence of (B2) and (S2) has already been 

presented in Curtain and Salamon [7]. We have included the proof for the purpose 
of completeness. 

2.3. Point observation processes. In this section we consider the case that the 
output operator C E .P(W, Y) of the SCS (2.1) has a dense range and is strictly 
unbounded, th~ t is (2.5) holds. in this situation there is another way of rewriting the 
SCS (2.1) and it can be done by means of a procedure which is dual to the one 
described in the previous section. 

We introduce the space 

(2.21) X* = {x E HIA*x E H + rangeC*} 

and make it into a Hilbert space by defining 

(2.22) Ilxlli. = Ilxlik + IIYII~ + IIA*x + C*yllk 
where y E Y is the unique vector with A*x + C*y E H. Identifying H with its 
dual, we obtain X* c HeX with continuous, dense injections. Furthermore, there 
exist unique operators A E .P(H, X), ~ E .P(Y, X) satisfying A*x = A*x - C*~*x 

for x E X * and hence 
(2.23) Ax =Ax + ~Cx, XE W. 
Finally, we define G E 'p(U, X) by 

(2.24) Gu = (JLl - A)(JLl - Ar1Bu + ~~u 
for u E U and JL $. a(A). Then some straightforward manipulations involving (2.3) 
and (2.23) show that the operator G defined by (2.24) is independent of JL. 

LEMMA 2.12. Suppose that the spaces W, H, V, X and the operators A, B, C, ~, 
A, fl, G satisfy (SO), (2.21), (2.23), (2.24) and that C has a dense range and is strictly 
unbounded. Let x E H, u E U, Y E Y be given. Then Ax + Gu - ~y E H if and 
only if Ax + Bu E Hand 

(2.25) y = C(JLl - Ar1(JLx - Ax - Bu) + ~u. 
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Furthermore, if Ax + Gu - gy E H, then 

(2.26) Ax + Bu + gy = Ax + Gu. 

PROOF. Suppose that Ax + Bu E Hand y E Y is given by (2.25). Then 

gy = gC(IlI - Afl(IlX - Ax - Bu) + gI;.u 

= (A - 1lI)(IlI - Afl(IlX - Ax - Bu) + gI;.u + IlX - Ax - Bu 

= Ax + Gu - Ax - Bu. 
In order to prove the converse implication, let us first consider the case u = 0 and 

note that z E ~(A*) if and only if A*z E H (Remark 2.1) which, by definition of 
g, is equivalent to z E X*, g*z = O. Hence Ax - gy E H implies that for all 
z E ~(A*) 

(A*z, x) = (A*z, x) - (g*z, y) = (z, Ax - gy) 

and therefore x E ~(A) = W. Furthermore, it follows from (2.23) that g(y - Cx) 
= gy - Ax + Ax E H. Since g* is onto and ker g* is dense in H (Proposition 
2.8), we obtain that g is injective and H n range g = {O}. Hence y = Cx and 
Ax = Ax - gy. 

If Ax + Gu - gy E H, then it follows from (2.24) that 

A{x -(Ill - AflBu) - g(y - I;.u) = Ax + Gu - gy - 1l(IlI - ArlBu E H 

and hence 

C(x -(Ill - Ar1Bu) = y - Tl'u. 

This implies (2.25), x E H, (Ill - A)x - Bu E H, and therefore Ax + Bu E H. 0 
The previous lemma shows that every solution x(·) E <tl[O, T; H] of the SCS 

(2.1) also satisfies the abstract point observation process (POP) 
(2.27) x(t) + gy(t) = Ax(t) + Gu(t), t ~ 0, x(O) = Xo 

and vice versa. In (2.27) y E Y has to be understood as the output and u E U as 
the input of the system. The interpretation of (2.27) is that the initial value problem 
x = Ax, x(O) = x o, does not have a solution in general and has to be replaced by 
the differential inclusion x - Ax E range g. It is important to note that g is 
boundedly invertible on its range so that the output of the system can be described 
by the action of an inverse of g on x - Ax. 

Again we might have considered the POP (2.27) as our basic model where HeX 
are Hilbert spaces with a continuous dense injection and the operators A E £'( H, X), 
g E £,(Y, X), G E £'(U, X) satisfy the following hypothesis. 

g is injective and has a closed range, range g n H = {O}, 
(PO) there exists ailE R such that X = range(IlI - A) EEl range g 

and III - A is injective. 
At some places we also need that the input operator G E £'(U, X) IS strictly 
unbounded (with respect to H) that is 
(2.28) range G n(H + range g) = {O}. 
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In order to transform any POP (2.27) which satisfies hypothesis (PO) into an SCS 
of the form (2.1), we introduce the space 
(2.29) V = X/range 0 
and denote by 7T: X -+ V the canonical projection. Since range 0 n H = {O} we can 
identify every x E H with TTX = x + range 0 E V. This makes H into a dense 
subspace of V with a continuous injection. Now let us define the operators 
A E .!l'(H, V), B E .!l'(U, V) by 
(2.30) A = 7TA, B = 7TG. 
Then hypothesis (PO) implies that p.1 - A E .!l'(H, V) is one-to-one and onto for 
some p. E R. Hence A is a closed operator on V with a nonempty resolvent set. So is 
its restriction to H which has the domain 
(2.31) W:= g)(A) = {x E HIAx E H + range O} 
and is defined by Ax - Ax E range O. By Remark 2.1, the adjoint of this un-
bounded operator A :g)(A) -+ H coincides with the adjoint of the bounded operator 
A E .!l'(H, V) and has the domain 
(2.32) g)(A*) = V* = {x E X* 10*x = O}. 

In order to construct C E .!l'(W, Y), let x E W be given and choose y = Cx E Y 
such that Ax - Ax = Oy. Then C is well defined, linear and satisfies (2.23). 
Furthermore, C is bounded, since 0 has a bounded inverse on its range. 

In order to construct 1',. E .!l'(U, y), let u E U be given and note that, by (2.30), 
7T(p.1 - A)(p.1 - ArlBu = Bu = 7TGU. Hence there exists a y = 1',.u E Y such that 
Oy = Gu - (p.I - A)(p.1 - A)-lBu. Since 0 is injective and has a closed range, this 
operator Tp. is well defined, bounded, linear and satisfies (2.24). 

The next proposition summarizes the above transformations and is the dual result 
of Proposition 2.8. The proof will be omitted. 

PROPOSITION 2.13. (i) Let the operators A, B, C, TIL satisfy (SO), suppose that C has 
a dense range and is strictly unbounded and let X be defined by (2.21), (2.22). Then 
there exist unique operators A E .!l'(H, X), 0 E .!l'(Y, X), G E .!l'(U, X) satisfying 
(2.23) and (2.24). These operators also satisfy (PO), (2.29)-(2.32). Furthermore, for 
p. ft. a(A), the operator CIL = C(p.1 - A)-I: H -+ Y extends to a bounded linear 
operator from X into Yand 

(2.33) CILA = p.C(p.1 - Ar1, CILO = I, Cp = 1',.. 
(ii) Suppose that the operators A, 0, G satisfy (PO) and let V, A E .!l'(H, V), 

B E .!l'(U, V) be defined by(2.29), (2.30). Then the domain W = g)(A) of A in H is 
given by (2.31). Furthermore, there eAist unique operators C E .!l'(W, y), 1',. E 
.!l'(U, y), JJ. ft. a(A), satisfying (2.23) and (2.24). These operators also satisfy (SO) and 
C has a dense range and is strictly unbounded. Finally, X* is given by (2.21) and the 
norm on X* is equivalent to the one defined by (2.22). 

(iii) Suppose that the spaces W, H, V, X and the operators A, B, C, TIL' A, 0, G 
satisfy (SO), (PO), (2.21), (2.23), (2.24), (2.29)-(2.32). Then every solution x(·) E 

~l[O, T; H] of the SCS (2.1) satisfies the POP (2.27) and vice versa. Furthermore, G 
is injective and strictly unbounded if and only if B is injective and strictly unbounded. 
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REMARK 2.14. If the SCS (2.1) and the POP (2.27) are related as above, then the 
map <PI': V X Y -7 X, p, ft. (J(A), defined by <p,..{x, y) = (p,l - A)(p,l - A)-IX + Qy 
is an isomorphism with the properties 

X = <PI' ( x, C{p,l - Ar\), Ax = <PI' ( Ax, p,C{p,l - ArIx), xEH, 

Qy = <P,..{O, y), Gu = <PI' ( Bu, T,..u) , Y E Y, u E U. 

This suggests an alternative procedure for transforming the SCS (2.1) into a POP of 
the form (2.27). 

The next hypothesis is related to the homogeneous equation (2.27). 

(PI) 

For every Xo E H with Axo E H + range Q there exists a 
unique solution x(· ) = x(· ; x o, 0) E <tJ'1[0, T; H] of the initial 
value problem x - Ax E range Q, x(O) = xo' In <tJ'[0, T; H] 
this solution depends continuously on Xo E H. 

The implications of this hypothesis for the inhomogeneous equation are summarized 
in the corollary below which follows immediately from Proposition 2.13 together 
with Lemma 2.3 and a result in Phillips [33]. 

COROLLARY 2.15. Let (PO) and (PI) be satisfied. Then for every Xo E H and every 
u( . ) E W 2•2 [0, T; U] with Axo + Gu(O) E H + range Q there exists a unique solution 
pair y(.) = y(.; Xo, u) E <tJ'[0, T; Y], x(·) = x(· ; x o, u) E <tJ'1[0, T; H] of (2.27). This 
solution pair depends continuously on Xo E H, U(·) E W I.2[0, T; U] and the H-compo-
nent ofAxo + Gu(O). Furthermore, x(·; Xo, u) depends in <tJ'[0, T; H] continuously on 
Xo E Hand u(·) E W I•2[0, T; U]. 

The following hypotheses are related to the input/state, the state/output and 
input/output behavior of the POP (2.27). 

(P2) 

(P3) 

(P4) 

For every Xo E H and every u(·) E W1.2[O, T; U] with Axo 
+ Gu(O) E H + range Q there exists a unique solution pair 
y(.) = y(.; x o, u) E <tJ'[0, T; Y], x(·) = x(·; Xo, u) E 
<tJ'1[0, T; H] of (2.27). This solution pair depends continu-
ously on Xo E H, u(·) E WI•2[0, T; H] and on the H-compo-
nent ofAxo + Gu(O). 

For every Xo E H there exists a unique solution pair x(·) = 
x( .; x o, 0) E <tJ'[0, T; H] () WI •2[0, T; X] and y( .) = 
y( . ; x o, 0) E L 2[0, T; H] of (2.27) with u(·) = 0. This solu-
tion pair depends continuously on Xo E H. 

(PI) is satisfied and there exists a constant c > ° such that for 
every u(·) E W 2•2 [0, T; U] with U(O) = ° the following in-
equality holds 

iT 2 iT 2 o lIy{t; 0, u) Ilydt ~ c 0 Ilu{t) Ilu dt . 
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DEFINITION 2.16. The POP (2.27) is said to be wellposed if (PO)-(P4) are satisfied. 

PROPOSITION 2.17. Suppose that the spaces W, H, V, X and the operators A, B, C, 
~, A, g, G satisfy (SO), (PO), (2.21), (2.23), (2.24), (2.29-32). Then the following 
statements holds. 

(i) The SCS (2.1) satisfies hypothesis (Sk) if and only if the POP (2.27) satisfies 
hypothesis (Pk) for k = 1,2, 3,4. 

(ii) The POP (2.27) is well posed in the sense of Definition 2.16 if and only if for 
every X o E H and every u(·) E L 2[0, T; U] there exists a unique solution pair x( . ) = 
x(·; x o, u) E ~[O, T; H] n W 1,2[0, T; X] and y(.) = y(.; x o, u) E L2[0, T; Y] of 
(2.27) depending continuously on X o E Hand u(·) E L2[0, T; U). 

PROOF. The proof of statement (i) is analogous to that of Proposition 2.11 and will 
be omitted. 

In order to prove statement (ii) let us first assume that the POP (2.27) is wellposed 
and choose X o E H, u(·) E W 1,2[0, T; U] with Axo + Gu(O) E H + range g. Then 
it follows from statement (i) that the SCS (2.1) is wellposed and we can denote by 
x(·; x o, u) E ~1[0, T; H] and y(.; X o, u) E W 1,2[0, T; Y] the corresponding solu-
tion and output of (2.1). Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.12 that 

x(t; x o, u) - Xo = loT [Ax(s; x o, u) + Gu(s) - gy{s; Xo, u)] ds 

for ° ~ t ~ T. Since both sides of this equation depend continuously on X o E Hand 
u( . ) E L2[0, T; U] we obtain that x(·; X o, u) E ~[O, T; H] n W 1,2[0, T; X] and 
y(.; x o, u) E L 2[0, T; Y] satisfy (2.27) for every X o E H and every u(·) E L 2[0, T; U]. 
The uniqueness follows from the fact that every solution x(·) E ~[O, T; H] n 
W 1,2[0, T; X] of (2.27) also satisfies (2.1; 1) in V = X/range g. This fact also proves 
the converse implication via the wellposedness of the SCS (2.1). 0 

Note that in the case of the SCS (2.1) and of the BCS (2.12) we have to assume 
that x(·; X o, u) E ~1[0, T; H] in order to give a meaning to the expression y(t; x o, u) 
in a strong sense. The previous proposition shows that for the POP (2.27) both 
x(t; x o, u) and y(t; x o, u) have a well-defined meaning as strong solutions for 
arbitrary X o E H and u(·) E L 2[0, T; U). 

The relation between the various spaces and operators can be summarized by the 
following diagram in which the vertical sequences are exact. 

Y 
~Q 

X 
A7' ~". I\.G 

C A A 
Y - W -4 H -4 V - U 

B 

KI\. ~ , 7't:. 
Z 
~r 

U 
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Finally, we point out that the above results can be combined to transform the POP 
(2.27) directly into a BCS of the form (2.12) and vice versa. These transformations 
are summarized in the proposition below. Its proof follows from the earlier results of 
this section and will be omitted. 

PROPOSITION 2.18. (i) Let the operators A, 0, G satisfy (PO), suppose that G is 
injective and strictly unbounded and define Z c H by 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Z = {x E HIAx E H + range G + range O}, 

IIxll~ = Ilxll~ + lIull~ + IIAx + Gu - OYII~ 

for x E Z, U E U, Y E Y with Ax + Gu - Oy E H. Then Z is a Hilbert space with a 
continuous, dense injection into H and there exist unique operators .:l E 2(Z, H), 
f E 2(Z, U), K E 2(Z, Y) such that 

(2.36) tH + OKx = Ax + Gfx, X E Z. 

These operators also satisfy (BO) and K has a dense range and is strictly unbounded. 
Furthermore X * cHis given by 

(2.37) X* = {x E H l.:l*x E H + range K * + range f*} 
and the norm on X * is equivalent to the one defined by 

(2.38) IIxlli. = Ilxll~ + IIYII~ + 1I.:l*x + K*y - f*ull~ 

for x E X*, y E Y, u E Uwith .:l*x + K*y - f*u E H. 
(ii) Let the operators .:l, f, K satisfy (BO), suppose that K has a dense range and is 

strictly unbounded and let X* be defined by (2.37), (2.38). Then X* is a Hilbert space 
with a continuous, dense injection into H and there exist unique operators A E (H, X), 
o E (Y, X), G E (U, X) satisfying (2.36). These operators also satisfy (PO) and G is 
injective and strictly unbounded. Furthermore, Z cHis given by (2.34) and the norm 
on Z is equivalent to the one defined by (2.35). 

(iii) If the spaces Z c HeX and the operators, A, 0, G, .:l, f, K satisfy (PO), 
(BO), (2.34), (2.36), (2.37), then every solution x(·) E <G'1[0, T; H] of the POP (2.27) 
also satisfies the BCS (2.12) and vice versa. Furthermore, hypothesis (Pk) is equiva-
lent to hypothesis (Bk) for k = 1,2, 3,4. 

3. Duality. Consider the SCS 

(3.1) 
f x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 

\y(t) = C(p.I - Afl(p.X(t) - x(t)) + T/Lu(t), 

x(O) = xo, 
t> 0, 

where W c H c V with continuous, dense injections and the operators A E 

2(W, H) n2(H, V), BE 2(U, V), C E 2(W, Y), T;. E 2(U, Y) satisfy hypothe-
sis (SO). Identifying the spaces H, U, Y with their respective duals we obtain 
V* c He W* with continuous, dense injections and the adjoint operators A* E 

2(V*, H) n 2(H, W*), B* E 2(V*, U), C* E 2(Y, W*), T;.* E 2(Y, U) also 
satisfy hypothesis (SO). For some purposes it is convenient to write the dual system 
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in the time reverse form 

(3.2) 
f i{s) = -A*z{s) - C*v{s), 

\ w{s) = B*{/LI - A*r1{/Lz{S) + i{s)) + I;.v{s), s:s;; T, 

where v E Y is the input and wE U is the output. For every Zl E H and every 
vEL 2[0, T; Y) the solution of (3.2) is given by 

(3.3) Z{S;Zl'V) = S*{T- S)Zl + jT S*{t - s)C*v{t)dt, s:s;; T. 
s 

Lemma 2.3 shows that z(·; Zl' v) E ~1[0, T; H) if v(·) E W 2,2[0, T; Y) and A*Zl + 
C*v(T) E H and that in this case i(s; Zl' v) = z(s; -A*Zl - C*v(T), u). Whenever 
z(·) = z(·; Zl' v) E W 1,2[0, T; H) we denote by w(·; Zl' v) the corresponding output 
of (3.2). We consider the following hypotheses for the SCS (3.2). 

(SO*) 

(Sl*) 

(S2*) 

(S3*) 

The operator /LI - A* : V* ~ His boundedly invertible for 
some /L E R, W = ~(A), and 

I;.* - T>..* = (A - /L)B*{/LI - A*f\AI - A*r1C* 

for all A, /L $. a(A). 

The operator A* :~(A*) = V* ~ H is the infinitesimal 
generator ofastronglycontinuous semigroup S*(t) E .!l'(H). 

(Sl *) is satisfied and there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
the following inequality holds for all x E V *: 

IIB*S*{T- ')xIIL2 [O,T;U]:S;; cllxllH. 
(Sl *) is satisfied and there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
the following inequality holds for all v(·) E W 1,2[0, T; Y): 

IlfoT S*{t)C*v(t}dt t :s;; cll ve) IIL2 [O,T; y]. 

(Sl*) is satisfied and there exists a c> 0 such that the 
(S4*) following inequality holds for all v(·) E W 2,2[0,T; Y) with 

v(1) = 0: 

Ilw{·; 0, v) IIL2 [O,T;U]:S;; clive) IIL2 [O,T;Y]. 

DEFINITION 3.1. The SCS (3.2) is said to be weI/posed if (SO)-(S4*) are satisfied. 
If the SCS (3.2) is weI/posed and Zl E H, v(·) E L2[0, T; Y) are given, we define 
z(s) = z(s; Zl' v) by (3.3) and w(s) = w(s; Zl' v) by continuous extension of the 
expression in (3.2) using (S2*) and (S4*). w(s) is said to be the weak output of the 
SCS (3.2). 

Although the next result is strictly analogous to Lemma 2.5 it is worth being 
. stated explicitly since it formulates the basic properties of the solutions of the SCS 
(3.2) in the time reverse situation and will be needed in §5; 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that the SCS (3.2) is wellposed, let ZI E H, v(·) E L 2[0, T; Yj 
be given and let z(s) = z(s; ZI' v) and w(s) = w(s; ZI' v) be defined as above. Then 
the following statements holds. 

(i) z(·; ZI' v) E <ef[0, T; Hj Ii W I,2[0, T; W*j satisfies (3.2) for almost every s E 

[O,Tj. 
(ii) If z(·; ZI' v) E W1.2[O, T; Hj then w(s; ZI' v) is given by (3.2) for almost every 

s E [0, Tj. 
(iii) If v(·) E W I,2[0, T; Yj and A*zl + C*v(T) E H, then z(·; ZI' v) E 

<ef1[0, T; Hj, w(·; ZI' v) E W I,2[0, T; Uj satisfy z(s; ZI' v) = z(s; -A*ZI - C*v(T), 0) 
andw(s; ZI' v) = w(s; -A*ZI - C*v(T), 0) for (almost) every s E [0, Tj. 

Our basic duality theorem is the following. 

THEOREM 3.3. (i) The SCS (3.1) satisfies hypothesis (Sk) if and only if the dual SCS 
(3.2) satisfies hypothesis (Sk*) for k = 0,1,2,3,4. 

(ii) Suppose that the SCS (3.1) satisfies hypothesis (SO), that u(·) E L 2[0, T; Uj, 
x( .) E W1.2[O, T; Hj, y(.) E L 2[0, T; Yj satisfy (3.1) and that v(·) E L 2[0, T; Yj, 
z(·) E W1.2[O, T; Hj, w(·) E L2[0, T; Uj satisfy (3.2). Then 

(z(t), X(t»H - (z(s), x(s »H = t (w( 'T), u( 'r)ud'T 
(3.4) s -t (v('T),y('T»)yd'T, ° ~ s ~ t ~ T. 

s 

PROOF. The equivalence of (SO) and (SO*) follows from Remark 2.1, the equiva-
lence of (S1) and (S1 *) is a well-known result in semigroup theory and the 
equivalence of (S2) and (S2*) as well as (S3) and (S3*) has been established in [40j. 
The equivalence of (S4) and (S4*) follows from statement (ii) together with the fact 
that the functions u(·) E W 2,2[0, T; Uj with u(O) = ° are dense in L2[0, T; Uj. Now 
let the assumptions of statement (ii) be satisfied. Then 

(z(t),X(t»H - (z(s),X(S»H 

= t (z( 'T), x( 'T »Hd'T + t (z( 'T), x( 'T »Hd'T 
s s 

= t (z( 'T), (/Ll - Ar\/Lx( 'T) - x( 'T) + Bu( 'T )))Hd'T 
s 

+ t «(/LI-A*rl(/Lz('T) +z('T) + C*v('T»),X('T»Hd'T 
s 

= t (B*(/LI-A*rIz('T),u('T»ud'T+ t (z('T),/L(/LI-ArIx('T»Hd'T 
s s 

+ t (v('T),C(/LI-ArIx('T»)yd'T+ t (/L(/LI-A*rIz('T),X('T»Hd'T 
s s 

= t (B*(/LI-A*rl(/Lz('T) +z('T»,u('T»ud'T 
s 

-t (v('T),C(/LI-Arl(/Lx('T) -x('T»)yd'T 
s 

= t (w('T),u('T»ud'T - t (v('T),y('T»)yd'T. 0 
s s 
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Defining the operators 84(T), CC(T), ff(T), al' PI as in §2.1, we obtain the 
following result as a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.3. 

COROLLARY 3.4. If the SCS (3.2) is wellposed in the sense of Definition 3.1, then 
the following equations hold for every Zl E H and every v(·) E L 2[0, T; Y] 

z(s; Zl' v) = S*(T - s )Zl + CC*(T - s )aT-sv, ° ~ s ~ T, 

w(·; Zl' v) = 84*(T)Zl + ff*(T) v. 
Let us now consider the BCS 

(3.5) {
X(t) = ~x(t), 

fx(t) = u(t), 
yet) = Kx(t) 

x(O) = x o, 
t ~ 0, 

where Z C H with a continuous dense injection and the operators ~ E ff'(Z, H), 
f E ff'(Z, U), K E ff'(Z, Y) satisfy hypothesis (BO). Then He Z* with a continu-
OUS, dense injection and the dual operators ~* E ff'(H, Z*), f* E ff'(U, Z*), 
K* E ff'(Y, Z*) satisfy hypothesis (PO) with X = Z*, A = ~*, Q = f*, G = K*. 
As the dual system of the BCS (3.5) we consider the POP 
(3.6) z(s) - f*w(s) = -~*z(s) - K*v(s), s ~ T, z(T) = Zl' 

where v E Y is the input and w E U is the output. If the BCS (3.5) is related to the 
SCS (3.1) as in §2.2 then the POP (3.6) is related to the SCS (3.2) as in §2.3. This 
means that the following diagram commutes. 

SCS (3.1) 

duality! 

SCS (3.2) 

§2.2 

§2.3 
~ 

BSC (3.5) 

POP (3.6) 

Making use of this fact we obtain the following duality relationship between the 
systems (3.5) and (3.6) which can also be proved directly in a straightforward way. 

THEOREM 3.5. (i) The BCS (3.5) satisfies hypothesis (Bk) if and only if the POP 
(3.6) satisfies hypothesis (Pk) withX= Z*, A = ~*, Q = f*, G = K* fork = 0,1,4. 
Furthermore, (B2) is equivalent to (P3) and (B3) is equivalent to (P2). 

(ii) Suppose that the BCS (3.5) satisfies (BO), that u(·) E L 2[0, T; U], x(·) E 

L 2[0, T; Z] (") W 1,2[0, T; H] and y(.) E L 2[0, T; Y] satisfy (3.5) and that v(·) E 
L 2[0, T; Y], z(·) E W 1,2[0, T; H] and w(·) E L 2[0, T; U] satisfy (3.6). Then (3.4) 
holds. 

Finally, we point out that the dual system of the POP 
(3.7) x(t) + Qy(t) = Ax(t) + Gu(t), t ~ 0, x(O) = x o, 
is the BCS 

(3.8) {
Z(S) = -A*z(s), z(T) = Zl' 

Q*z(s) = v(s), s ~ T, 

w(s) = G*Z(s), 

where v E Y is the input and wE U is the output. 
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4. A perturbation result. In the finite dimensional feedback problem 
x = Ax + Bu, u = Fx, 

the closed loop input uF(t) = Fe(A+BF)txo satisfies the integral equation 

uF(t) = FeAtxo + F { eA(t-S)BuF(s) ds. 

In finite dimensions, this equation always has a unique solution. In infinite dimen-
sions this nice property can break down due to the unboundedness in both operators 
Band F. An example for this is provided by the wave equation in §7.3. Therefore 
we need a condition to guarantee that the operator 1 - Y( t) is boundedly invertible. 
Note that in our case the output operator plays the role of F. 

From now on we will assume throughout this section that the SCS (2.1) is 
wellposed in the sense of Definition 2.4, that the operators !1d(t), ~(t), Y(t) are 
defined as in §2.1 and that U = Y. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let T> ° be fixed. Then 1 - YeT) is invertible if and only if 
1 - Y (t) is invertible for every t > 0. 

PROOF. We fix ° < t < T and prove that 1 - YeT) is invertible if and only if 
1 - yet) is invertible. At various places we use Lemma 2.6 without stating it 
explicitly. 

Let us first assume that 1 - YeT) is invertible. Then u ~ Y(t)u = O,U E 

L2[0, t; Uj, implies that atu = atY(t)u =!T(T)at*u and hence atu = ° which 
means that u = 0. Given y E L 2[0, t; Uj, there exists a U E L 2[0, T; Uj with u -
Y(T)u = at*y. This implies PT-tU = PT_tY(T)u =Y(T - t)PT-tU and hence 
PT-tU = 0. Therefore u = atu satisfies atu = u and thus aty = at*u - Y(T)at*u 
= at (u - Y(t)u) which implies y = u - Y(t)u. 

Conversely suppose that 1 - yet) is invertible and w.l.o.g. ° < t < T < 2t. Then 
it follows from what we just proved that 1 - Y(T - t) is invertible. Assume first 
that u E L2[0, T; Uj satisfies u = Y(T)u. Then Ptu = ptY(T)u = Y(t)PtU and 
hence Ptu = ° which implies u = at-taT-tu. We conclude that at-taT-tu = 
at_tY(T - t)aT_tu and thus aT_tu = Y(T - t)aT_tu which means that u = 
at-taT-tU = 0. Secondly, let y E L2[0, T; Uj be given and choose Uo E L2[0, t; Uj, 
ul E L2[0, T - t; Uj such that Uo - Y(t)u o = PtY and UI - Y(T - t)uI = aT-ty 
+ ~(T - t)!1d(t)uo. Then it follows from Lemma 2.6 that u = at-lUI + Pluo 
satisfies u - Y(T)u = y. D 

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the SCS (2.1) is well posed in the sense of Definition 2.4, 
that U = Y and that 1- yet) E .P(L2[0, t; Uj) is boundedly invertible for t> 0. 
Then the bounded linear operators 

(4.1) SF(t) = S(t) + !1d(t)[1 - Y(t)rl~(t) E 'p(H), t ;;;, 0, 
define a strongly continuous semigroup. Moreover, 

(4.2) SF(t)XO = S(t)xo + f S(t - s)BuF(s; x o) ds 
o 

for Xo E Hand t ;;;, ° where the closed loop input uF(·; x o) E L2[0, T; Uj is defined 
by u F(·; x o) = [1 - Y(T)j-I~(T)xo. 
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PROOF. It follows from Lemma 2.6 (iii) that 

for 0 ::( t ::( T. This proves equation (4.2) and the strong continuity of S F( t) in H 
(Lemma 2.5(i)). It follows from Lemma 2.6(ii) that aT_t.r(T) = .r(T - t)aT- t + 
C(j'(T - t)8d(t)Pt and hence, by Lemma 2.6(iii), 

aT-t[I - .r(T)]-1 = [I - .r(T - t)]-laT_t 

+ [I - .r(T - t)r1C(j'(T - t)8d(t)[I - .r(t)r1pt 

for 0 ::( t ::( T. Putting things together, we obtain again using Lemma 2.6(ii) and (iii) 

SF(T) = S(T) + 8d(T)[I - .r(T)]-lC(j'(T) 

= S(T - t)[ S(t) + 8d(t)pt[I - .r(T)]-lC(j'(T)] 

+8d(T - t)aT_t[I - .r(T)]-1C(j'(T) 

= S(T - t)SF(t) + 8d(T - t)[I - .r(T - t)]-laT_tC(j'(T) 

+8d(T - t)[I - .r(T - t)r1C(j'(T - t)8d(t)[I - .r(t)]-lC(j'(t) 

= [S(T - t) + 8d(T - t)[I - .r(T - t)]-lC(j'(T - t)] SF(t) 

= sAT - t)SF(t). 

This proves the theorem. 0 
The next theorem is concerned with the properties of the infinitesimal generator 

AF of the feedback semigroup SF(t). 

THEOREM 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied and let WF c H 
denote the linear subspace of all Xo E H for which there exists a Uo E U and a 
/L $. a( A) such that 

(4.3) Axo + Buo E H, 

Then the following statements hold. 
(i) Ifxo E WF, U o E U, /L $. a(A) satisfy (4.3) then Xo E '@(AF) andAFxo = Axo 

+ Buo. Furthermore, uF(·; x o) E W1.2[O, T; U], SF(' )xo E C(j'l[O, T; H] satisfy 
uF(t; x o) == uF(t; AFxO)' uF(O; x o) = Uo and for t ~ ° 

d 
(4.4) dt SF( t )xo = ASF( t )xo + Bu F( t; x o) = SF( t )AFxO' 

(4.5) uF(t; x o) = C(p.I - Ar1SF(t)(/LI - AF)XO + TlLuF(t; x o). 

(ii) If Xo E '@(AF) then SF(t)X O E WF and (4.4), (4.5) hold for all t > 0. Further-
more, Xo E WF if and only if Xo E '@(A F) and u F(t; x o) is continuous at t = 0. 

(iii) WF is dense in H. 
(iv) If {(u - y;.u, Bu) I u E U} is a closed subspace of U X V then .@(A F) = WF. 
(v) If C E .P(H, Y) and TIL = qp.I - A)-lB then .@(A F) = WF-
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PROOF. Suppose that Xo E H, U o E U, J.L tt. a(A) satisfy (4.3) and define u(·) E 
W1.2[O, T; Uj by 

u(t) = Uo + [ v(s) ds, v(·) = [I - .r(T)]-I'?J'(T)[Axo + Bu o]. 
o 

Then it follows from Lemma 2.5 that y(.; xo, u) E W1.2[O, T; Uj with 

y(O; xo, u) = C(J.LI - Afl(J.LXo - Axo - Bu o) + Tp.u o = U o 
and 

y(.; Xo, u) = y(.; Axo + Buo, v) = '?J'(T)(Axo + Buo) + .r(T) v = v. 
Therefore we obtain from the definition of u(·) that u(·) = y(-; xu' u) = '?J'(T)xo 
+ .r(T)u. But this implies u(t) = uF(t; xo) and, by (4.2), SF(t)X O = x(t; xo, u) for ° ~ t ~ T. Hence statement (i) follows from Lemma 2.5. 

If Xo E £iJ( A F) then 
SF(· )xo = x(·; xo, uF(·; xo)) E '?J'1[O, T; H] 

and hence it follows from Lemma 2.5 (ii) that (4.4) and (4.5) hold for almost every 
t > 0. Hence SF(t)XO E WF for almost every t > ° and statement (ii) follows from 
the fact that, by (i), WF is invariant under S F( t). 

The density of WF in H follows immediately from statement (ii). 
If {(u - T,.u, Bu) I u E U} C U X V is a closed subspace and Xo E £iJ(AF) then 

it follows from (4.4), (4.5) with t approaching zero that the pair (C(J.LI - A)-l 
. (J.LX o - A FXO)' A FXO - Axo) lies in this subspace. But this implies Xo E WF-

If C E .Y(H, y) and T,. = C(J.LI - A)-IB, then the closed loop input is always 
given by uF(t; xo) = CSF(t)XO and is in particular continuous for t ? 0. Hence it 
follows from statement (ii) that £iJ( A F) = WF- 0 

Unfortunately we were not able to determine the domain of AF in general and it 
does not seem likely that £iJ(AF) is always equal to WF. Under the assumption that 
either the input operator or the output operator is bounded with respect to H the 
previous theorems have been established in [40j. Furthermore, the operator 1- .r(t) 
is always invertible in these cases. 

The next lemma establishes some elementary relations between the closed loop 
spectrum and the properties of TfJ." In finite dimensions these relations provide the 
basis for the proof of the Nyquist criterion for the stability of feedback systems. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied and let J.L tt. a(A) be 
given. Then the following statements hold. 

(i) J.L E Pa(AF) if and only if ker(I - Tp.) ct. ker B. Furthermore, AFXO = J.LX o if 
and only if there exists a U o E U such that Tp.u o = U o and Xo = (J.LI - A)-IBuo. 

(ii) J.L E Ra(AF) if and only if 
ker{I - Tp.) C kerB and cl(range C) ct. cl(range{I - Tp.)). 

(iii) If 1 tt. a(T,.) then J.L tt. a(AF) and £iJ(AF) = WF-

PROOF. If 0 oF Xo E £iJ(AF) with AFXO = J.LX o then SF(t)XO = eP./xo E WF for 
t > 0 (Theorem 4.3 (ii)) and hence Xo E WF- Thus there exists a Uo E U such that 
(4.3) holds and therefore 
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and 

Uo - Tp.u o = C(p.I - Afl(p.XO - AFXo) = O. 

Since p. $. u(A) we conclude that Buo -=/= 0 and thus ker(I - Tp.) ct. ker B. 
Conversely suppose that Buo -=/= 0 and T,...uo = Uo and define Xo = (p.I - A)-lBuO 

-=/= O. Then p.xo - Axo - Buo = 0 and hence (4.3) holds. Therefore Xo E WF C 

P2(AF) and AFXO = Axo + Buo = p.xo' This proves statement (i). 
By duality, we obtain that cl(range(p.I - A F )) -=/= H if and only if cl(range C) ct. 

cl(range(I - Tp.)). This proves statement (ii). 
In order to prove statement (iii) suppose that I - T,... E £>(U) is invertible and 

choose Zo E H. Defining 

U o = (I - T,...r1C(p.I - AflzO E U and Xo = (p.I - Afl(ZO + Buo) E H 

we obtain Zo = p.xo - Axo - Buo and hence (4.3) holds. This implies Xo E WF and 
Zo = p.xo - A FXO' Therefore p.I - A F is onto. By statement (i) this operator is also 
one-to-one and hence p. $. u(AF)' 0 

Let us now consider the case that the input operator B E £>(U, V) is injective and 
strictly unbounded with respect to H so that the SCS (2.1) can be rewritten as a BCS 
of the form (2.12). Then the statements of Theorem 4.3 can be reformulated in a 
more elegant way. 

COROLLARY 4.5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied and suppose that 
the BCS (2.12) is related to the SCS (2.1) through (2.8), (2.10), (2.11), (2.15). Then 
the following statements hold. 

(i) If Xo E WF = {x E Zlfx = Kx} then Xo E P2(AF) and AFXO = .lxo. Fur-
thermore, SF(' )xo E 'G'[O, T; Z] n 'G'l[O, T; H] satisfies the equations 

(4.6) {;SF(t)XO = .lSF(t)XO = Sp(t).lxo, 

fSF(t)x O = KSF(t)xo, t» O. 

(ii) There exists a constant c > 0 such that the following inequality holds for all 
Xo E WF 

(4.7) 

(iii) If either U is finite dimensional or K E £>( H, y), then P2( A F) = WF. 

PROOF. It follows from (2.8), (2.10), (2.11) that Xo E Hand Uo E U satisfy (4.3) if 
and only if Xo E Z and fxo = Uo = Kx o. This proves the statements (i) and (iii). 
Furthermore, equations (4.4) and (4.5) show that 

KSF(· )xo = up(·; x o) = [I - S-(T)]-lS-(T)xo for Xo E WF. 
This implies (4.7). 0 

5. The linear quadratic optimal control problem. In this section we consider the 
problem of minimizing the quadratic cost functional 

(5.1) J(u) = loT [lly(t)II~+llu(t)II~] dt 
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where y(t) is the weak output (Definition 2.4) of the wellposed SCS 

(5.2) 
f x{t) = Ax{t) + Bu{t), 

\y{t) = C{p.I - Af1{p.X{t) - x{t)) + T~u{t), 
x{O) = Xo E H, 

t ~ 0, 

corresponding to u(·) E L2[0, T; Uj. The optimal control will be characterized in 
terms of the dual SCS 

(
1{t) = -A*z{t) - C*y{t), 

(5.3) -1 
u{t) = -B*(p.I - A*) (p.z{t) + 1{t)) - ~*y{t), 

z{T) = Z1 E H, 

t ~ T, 

which is again to be understood it its weak form (Definition 3.1). Making use of the 
operators PA(T), CC(T), Y(t) introduced in §2.1 we can rewrite the coupled system 
(5.2), (5.3) in the equivalent form 

(5.4) { u = -PA*{T)Z1 - Y*{T)y, 
y = CC{T)xo + Y{T)u. 

For all Xo E H, Z1 E H these equations have a unique solution pair 

u(-) = u(-; T, xo, Z1) E L2[0, T; U], y{.) = y{.; T, xo, Z1) E L2[0, T; Y] 

given by 

The corresponding solutions x(t; T, x o, Z1) E H of (5.2) and z(t; T, Xo, Z1) E H of 
(5.3) depend c~ntinuously on all four variables and are, of course, linear in 
(xo' Z1) E H X H. 

For our first result on the linear quadratic control problem we need the operator 
P(t) E .!l'(H) defined by 

p{t) = CC*{T - t)[I + Y{T - t)Y*{T - t)]-1 CC {T - t) 

for 0 ~ t ~ T. 

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the SCS (5.2) is weI/posed in the sense of Definition 2.4. 
Then for every Xo E H there exists a unique optimal control u~·; x o) E L 2[0, T; Uj 
which minimizes the cost functional (5.1) subject to (5.2). This optimal control is 
characterized by (5.4) with Z1 = O. The optimal output of (5.2) is denoted by y(t; x o) 
and the corresponding weak solutions x(t; xo) and z(t; xo) of (5.2) and (5.3), 
respectively, satisfy 

(5.6) 

for 0 ~ t ~ T. The optimal cost is given by 

(5.7) J{u) = (xo,p{O)XO)H= (CC{T)xo,y{';XO)L2[O,T;Yj' 
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PROOF. The cost functional J: L 2[0, T; Uj --+ R can be written in the form 
2 2 

J( u) = 11~(T)xo + Y(T)u IIL2 [O.T; Yj + II u Ikro,T;uj 

= (xo, ~*(T)~(T)xo) + 2(u, Y*(T)~(T)xo) 

+ (u, Y*(T)Y(T)u + u). 
The existence and uniqueness of the optimal control follows from the fact that this 
quadratic functional is nondegenerate. Since its derivative vanishes at the optimal 
control u(·) = u(·; x o) E L2[O, T; Uj we get 

u = -Y*(T)(~(T)xo + Y(T)u) 

and hence u is characterized by (5.4) with Zl = 0. This implies 

y(.) = y(-; xo) = [I + Y(T)Y*(T)tl~(T)xo 
and hence 

Z(O) = ~*(T)[I + Y(T)Y*(T)]-l~(T)xo = p(O)xo 
(Corollary 3.4). In general, equation (5.6) follows from the fact that T> ° can be 
chosen arbitrarily together with the uniqueness of the optimal control. Finally, we 
get 

J(u) = (y, ~(T)xo + Y(T)u) + (u, u) = (y, ~(T)xo) + (u + Y*(T)y, u) 

= ([I + Y(T)Y*(T)]-l~(T)xo, ~(T)xo) = (xo, P(O)xo). 
This proves the theorem. 0 

The aim of this section is to represent the optimal control in feedback form and to 
derive a Riccati-type equation for the optimal cost operator P(t). The main 
difficulty in this direction is to give a meaining to the operator B*P(t) since B* is 
unbounded and P( t) will, in general, have no smoothing properties. This may lead 
to an unbounded feedback operator as was first observed by Lasiecka and Triggiani 
[27] in the context of the higher dimensional wave equation with Dirichlet boundary 
control. Another problem arises from the fact that the operator ~ * is needed for the 
representation of the output of the dual system. We will overcome these difficulties 
by means of studying the differentiable solutions of the coupled system (5.2), (5.3). 

For notational purposes we first introduce the spaces £= H X H, "Y= V X W*, 
ifI = U X Yand the operators dE !l'(£, "Y), !JB E !l'(dJI, "Y) by 

d= (~_~*), !JB= (~ _~*). 
Furthermore, we define "fI/"c £ to be the linear subspace of all pairs (xo, zo) E £ 
for which there exists a pair (uo' Yo) E dJI such that Axo + Buo E H, A*zo + C*yo 
E H and the following equations hold for some JL rt a(A): 

(5.8) ( 
Uo = -B*(JLI - A*fl(JLZo - A*zo - C*yo) - T".*yo, 

Yo = C(JLI - Afl(JLXo - Axo - Buo) + ~uo' 
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LEMMA 5.2. (i) If (5.8) holds for some Il $. a(A) then it holds for every Il $. a(A). 
(ii) Given (xo, zo) E 1r, the pair (uo, Yo) E 0/1 is uniquely determined by (5.8) and 

will be denoted by (u o' Yo) = $"(xo, zo)· 
(iii) The norm 

2 2 2 2 2 II(xo, Zo) IItr= IIxoli H + //Axo + BUoli H + IIzoliH + IIA*zo + c*YolIH 

for (xo, zo) E 1r, (u o' Yo) = $'(xo, zo) makes 1r into a Hilbert space with a 
continuous dense injection into .YI'. 

(iv) $"E2(1r,0/I) and.#+ fJ4$"E2(1r,.YI'). Moreover, .#+ fJ4$" is a closed 
operator on .YI'. 

PROOF. Statement (i) follows straightforwardly from the compatibility condition 
(2.3). In order to establish statement (ii) suppose that (5.8) holds with Xo = Zo = 0. 
Then Buo E H, C *Yo E Hand 

(Yo, Yo> = -(Yo,C(Il I - ArlBuo> + (Yo, I;,u o> = -(uo, uo> 

which implies Uo = 0, Yo = 0. Now observe that the unique solution (u o, Yo) E 0/1 of 
(5.8) depends continuously on Xo E H, Axo + Buo E H, Zo E H, A*zo + C*Yo E 
H. This implies that the norm in (iii) makes 1r into a Hilbert space and (equiva-
lently) that .# + fJ4$": 1r ~ .YI' is a closed operator on .YI'. Note that the norm on 1r 
is precisely the graph norm of.#+ fJ4$". Furthermore, we obtain $'E 2(1r, 0/1). 

It remains to show that 1r is dense in .YI'. For this purpose let Xo E H, 
u( . ) E L 2[0, T; U] be given and let x(·) E ~[o, T; H] n WI.2[O, T; V] and y(.) E 
L 2[0, T; Y] be the unique solution and output, respectively, of (5.2) in the weak 
sense. Then 

iT iT. iT X = 0 x ( t ) dt, U = 0 u ( t ) dt, ji = 0 y ( t ) dt 

satisfy 

Ax + Bu = x (T) - Xo E H 
and 

ji = C(IlI - Arl(IlX - Ax - Bu) + I;,u. 

The latter equation has first to be established for u(·) E WI •2[0, T; Uj with Axo + 
Bu(O) E H and follows in general from continuous dependence. Since the same 
arguments apply to system (5.3) we get 

~(foT x(t;T,XO,ZI)dt, foT Z(t;T,XO,ZI)dt) E 1r 

for all (xo, ZI) E.YI' and all T> 0. Therefore 1r is dense in.Yl'. D 
The next and most important step in the development of this section is the 

characterization of those pairs x o, ZI for which the corresponding solutions of (5.4) 
are differentiable. For this purpose we introduce the subspace 1r(T) c.YI' of all 
those pairs (xo, ZI) E 1r for which there exists a pair (u o, YI) E 0/1 such that 
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Axo + Buo E H, A*Z1 + C*Y1 E H and the following equations hold for some 
p. $. a(A): 

(5.9; 1) Uo + loT u(t; T, Axo + Buo, -A*Z1 - C*Y1) dt 

= -B*(p.I - A*f1(p.Z1 - A*Z1 - C*Y1) - T/Y1' 

(5.9; 2) Y! - loT y( t; T, Axo + Buo, -A*Z1 - C*Y1) dt 

= C(p.I - Af1(p.XO - Axo - Buo) + ~uo' 
REMARKS 5.3. (i) Note that equations (5.9) are independent of p. fE a(A). Further-

more, the next lemma shows that Uo E U and Y1 E Yare uniquely determined by 
(5.9) if (xo' Z1) E 1I'"(T) is given. Finally, Uo and Y1 depend continuously on 
Xo E H, Axo + Buo E H, Z1 E H, A*Z1 + C*Y1 E H. This allows us to make 
1I'"(T) into a Hilbert space by defining 

2 2 2 2 2 II(xo, Z1) 117r(T) = IlxollH + IIAxo + BUoll H + IIz111H + IIA*Z1 + C*Y!IIH 

for (xo, z1) E 1I'"(T) where Uo E U and Y1 E Yare chosen such that (5.9) holds. 
(ii) The operator §(T): 1I'"(T) - 0/1 defined by §(T)(xo, z1) = (uo, Y1) for 

(xo, Z1) E 1I'"(T), (uo, Y1) E 0/1 satisfying (5.9) is bounded and linear. 
(iii) d + !fI§(T) is a bounded operator from 1I'"(T) into Ye and a closed 

operator on Ye. The norm on 1I'"(T) is precisely the graph norm of d + !fI§(T). 
Unfortunately we were not able to show that 1I'"(T) is dense in Ye. We leave this as 
a conjecture. 

(iv) Note that 11'"(0) = 11'" and §(O) = §. 
Finally, we introduce the operator yet; T) E £'(Ye) by defining 

(5.10; 1) 

( I Q(t))-1(S(t)-R(t) 0 ) 
yet; T) = -pet) I 0 S*(T - t) - R*(T - t) 

(5.10; 2) Q(t) = !fI(t)[I + .r*(t).r(t)]-1!f1*(t), 

(5.10; 3) R(t) = !fI(t)[I + .r*(t).r(t)t1.r*(t)~(t), 
for 0 ~ t ~ T. 

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that the SCS (5.2) is wellposed in the sense of Definition 2.4, 
let (xo' Z1) EYe be given and let u(t) = u(t; T, x o, Z1)' yet) = y(t; T, Xo, Z1)' x(t) = 
x(t; T, x o, Z1)' z(t) = z(t; T, x o, z1) be defined as above. Then the following state-
ments hold. 

(i) For every t E [0, T) 

(5.11) (x(t), z(t)) = yet; T)(xo, Z1)' 

(ii) (xo, z1) E 1I'"(T) if and only if x(·) E ~1[0, T; H), z(·) E ~1[0, T; H), u(·) E 
w1.2[O, T; U), y(.) E W 1,2[O, T; Y). 
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(iii) If (x o, Zl) E iII(T) then x(t), z(t), u(t), y(t) are the weak solutions of (5.2) 
and (5.3) with (x o, Zl) replaced by (d+ f1d§(T»(xo, Zl)' Moreover, (x(s), z(t» E 

ill (t - s) for ° :::;: s :::;: t :::;: T and 
(5.12) (u(s),y(t») =§(t - s)(x(s),z(t)). 

(iv) If (x o, Zl) E iII(T), then .9'(.; T)(xo, Zl) E 'fifO, T; ill) n 'fi1[0, T; £) and 
d 
dt.9'(t; T)(xo, Zl) = [d+ f1d§].9'(t; T)(xo, Zl) 

= .9'(t; T)[d+ f1d§(T)](x o, Zl) 

for ° :::;: t:::;: T. 

PROOF. It follows from (5.5) that 

x(t) = S(t)xo - f1d(t)[I + ff*(t)ff(t)]-l( ff*(t)'fi(t)x o + f1d*(t)z(t»), 

z(t) = S*(T - t)Zl + 'fi*(T - t)[I + ff(T - t)ff*(T - t)]-l 

·('fi(T- t)x(t) -ff(T- t)f1d*(T- t)Zl)' 
for ° :::;: t :::;: T. This proves (5.11). In order to prove statement (ii) let us first assume 
that x(·) E 'fi1[0, T; H), z(·) E 'fil[O, T; H), u(·) E W 1,2[0, T; U), y(.) E 
W1.2[O, T; Y). Then it follows from Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.2 that (5.9) holds with 
Uo = u(O), Yl = yeT). Conversely, assume that (xo, ZI) E iII(T), (u o, Yl) = 
§(T)(xo, Zl) and define 

u(t) = Uo + L u(s; T, Axo + Buo' -A*ZI - C*Yl) ds, 
° 

y( t) = Yl - fT y( s; T, Axo + Buo, -A*ZI - C*Yl) ds 
I 

for ° :::;: t:::;: T. Then Lemma 2.5 shows that y(.; x o, u) E W1.2[O, T; Y) satisfies 

y(.; x o, u) = yC; Axo + Buo, u) = y(-; Axo + Buo, -A*Zl - C*YI) = YC)· 
Furthermore, it follows from (5.9; 2) that yeO) = yeO; x o, u) and hence y(.) = 
y(.; x o, u). Analogous arguments using Lemma 3.2 and (5.9; 1) show that u(·) = 
-w(·; ZI' y). Hence u(·) and y(.) satisfy (5.4) and we conclude that u(·) = 

u(·; T, x o, Zl) and y(.) = y(.; T, x o, Zl)' This proves the statements (ii) and (iii). 
Finally, statement (iv) is an operator theoretic reformulation of statement (iii). D 

In order to apply the previous lemma to the linear quadratic control problem we 
introduce the Hilbert space W( t) = {xo E HI (xo, 0) E ill (T - t)} with the norm 

Ilxoll~(t) = Ilxoll~ + IIAxo + Buoll~ + IIC*YlII~ for X o E W(t) 

where Uo =:F(t)xo E U and Yl E Yare chosen such that (5.9) holds with ZI = ° 
and T replaced by T - t (see Remark 5.3(i». Then F(t) E 2(W(t), U), A + BF(t) 
E 2(W(t), H) and we define K(t) E 2(W(t), Y) by 

(5.14) K(t) = C(p.I - Afl(p.I - A - BF(t» + TI'F(t) 

for 0:::;: t:::;: T. Finally, we define $(t, s) for 0:::;: s :::;: t :::;: T by 

(5.15) $(t,s) = [I O].9'(t - s; T - s)[~]. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that the SCS (5.2) is well posed in the sense of Definition 2.4 
and let Xo E H be given. Then the following statements hold. 

(i) Xo E W(O) if and only if u(·; x o) E W1.2[O, T; U), y(.; x o) E W1.2[O, T; Y), 
x(·; x o) E ~1[0, T; H), z(·; xo) E ~1[0, T; H). If Xo E W(O) then x(t) E W(t) for 
0.:::;; t.:::;; Tand 
(5.16) u(t; x o) = F(t)x(t; xo), y(t; x o) = K(t)x(t; x o). 

(ii) The operator <1>( t, s) E 2( H) n 2( W(s), W( t» satisfies <1>( t, T )<I>( T, s) = 

<I>(t, s), <I>(s, s) = I and 
(5.17) x(t; x o) = <I>(t, s )x(s; x o) 
for 0 .:::;; s .:::;; T':::;; t.:::;; T. Ifx E W(s) then <1>(-, s)x E ~l[S, T; H) and 

d (5.18) dt<l>(t,s)x = [A + BF(t)]<I>(t,s)x = <I>(t,s)[A + BF(s)]x. 

(iii) If x E W(t) then (x, P(t)x) E if/" and 
(5.19) (F(t)x, K(t)x) = .%(x, p(t)x) 
for 0 .:::;; t.:::;; T. Furthermore the following equation holds for 0 .:::;; t.:::;; T and x, z E 

W(t) 

(5.20) < z, P ( t ) x > = f T <.% ( <1>( 't, t ) z, P ( T ) <I> ( T, t) Z ), . 
I . 

.%o( W (T, t)x, P( T) <I> ( T, t)x) > ux y dT. 

PROOF. Theorem Sol and Lemma 5.4. 0 
An essential feature of the above theorem is that the feedback operator F(t)E 

2(W(t), U) is unbounded with respect to H and will in general have no bounded 
extension. Furthermore, it is important to note that F( t)x E U depends not only on 
P(t)x but also on x itself (see equation (5.19». This change to the product space 
if/"c H X H is the key feature in equation (5.20) which may be considered as a 
generalized version of the integral Riccati equation (compare Curtain and Pritchard 
[6), Gibson [17), Pritchard and Salamon [34]). If the input and output operators B 
and C are bounded with respect to H then F( t) is bounded as well and furthermore 
W(t) = W in that case. The latter follows from equation (5.5) in connection with the 
fact that the operator I + !T*(T)!T(T) is boundedly invertible on W1.2[O, T; U) if 
Band C are bounded. Unfortunately we were not able to prove in general that W( t) 
is dense in H, and we leave this as a conjecture. Another interesting open question is 
whether there is a way to differentiate equation (5.20) in order to derive some kind 
of a differential Riccati equation for the operator P( t). A question which we have 
not addressed is the uniqueness for the solution operator P(t) of (5.20). Finally we 
point out that a cost functional with an (arbitrary nonnegative) additional weighting 
term on the final state x(T) can be treated in an analogous way as presented in this 
section. 

We close this section with the discussion of four interesting special cases. 

COROLLARY 5.6 (BOUNDED INPUT OPERATOR). Suppose that the SCS (5.2) is 
well posed in the sense of Definition 2.4, that BE 2(U, H) and that Tp. = 

C(f.lI - A)-lB. Then the following statements hold. 
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(i) "/Y = {(xo, zo) E W x HI A*zo + C*Cxo E H} and .%(xo, zo) = 

(-B*zo, CXo) for (xo, zo) E "/Y. The space Wet) consists of all Xo E W for which 
there exists a y! E Y such that C * Y1 E Hand 

(5.21) 
B*P(t)xo = IaT-t u(s; T - t, Axo - BB*P(t)xo, -C*Y1) ds, 

Y1 = CXo + IaT-t y(s; T - t, Axo - BB*P(t)xo, -C*Y1) ds. 

Moreover F(t)x = -B*P(t)x and K(t)x = Cx for x E Wet). 
(ii) The optimal control is always continuous and characterized by the bounded 

feedback law 

(5.22) u(t; x o) = -B*P(t)x(t; x o). 

Moreover, the following equation holds for all x E Hand 0 :( s :( t :( T: 

(5.23) «I>(t,s)x = Set - s)x - {set - T)BB*P(T)«I>(T,s)xdT 
s 

= Set - s)x - {«I>(t,T)BB*P(T)S(T - s)xdT. 
s 

(iii) The following equation holds for all t E [0, T] and all x, z E W 

(z,p(t)x) = fT (CS(T - t)Z,CS(T - t)x)dT 
t (5.24) - fT (B*P(T)S(T - t)z, B*P(T)S(T - t)x)dT. 

t 

(iv) If x E W then P(-)x E ~1[0, T; W*] and the following equation holds for 
O~t:(T 

(5.25) 
d 
dtP(t)x + A*P(t)x + P(t)Ax - P(t)BB*P(t)x + C*Cx = o. 

PROOF. It follows from (5.4) and (5.6) that 

u(t; x o) = -B*z(t; x o) = -B*P(t)x(t; xo) 

for all t E [0, T] and all Xo E H. This proves statement (ii). Statement (i) follows 
from statement (ii) and equation (5.9). 

In order to prove statement (iii) we make use of the fact that the operator 
J.L(J.LI - A)-l converges strongly to the identity in !£,(H) as J.L approaches + 00. We 
replace C E !£,(W, Y) by C" = J.LC(J.LI - A)-l E !£,(H, Y) and denote by ~/T), 
S;(T), P,,(t), 0 :( t:( T, the operators which replace ~(T), .'T(T), pet), respec-
tively. Using hypothesis (S3) in §2.1 one shows easily that the operators ~/T), 
~,,*(T), S;(T), S;*(T) converge to ~(T), ~*(T), .'T(T), .'T*(T), respectively, in 
the strong operator topology. In the case of the operator .'T(T) it is useful to 
consider first the case B = I, U = H and to recall that the SCS (5.2) is wellposed in 
this case by duality. Hence the operator P/t) converges to pet) in the strong 
operator topology. It is well known [6, 17, 34] that the operators P/t) satisfy 
equation (5.24) with C replaced by C". Since IIP,,(t)11 :( IIP,,(O)II we can apply the 
dominated convergence theorem to these equations and get (5.24). 
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Now statement (iv) can be established by differentiating (5.24) as in [34]. In a 
straightforward way we obtain the following weak form of (5.25) for x, z E 2i}(A 2 ). 

d 
dt (z, p(t)x) + (Ax, p(t) + (p(t)z, Ax) 

- (B*P(t )z, B*P(t )x) + (Cz, Cx) = O. 

By continuous extension this equation holds for all x, z E W. Furthermore, the 
equation can be rewritten in the form 

(z, p(t)x) = \ Z, IT [A*P(s)x + P(s )Ax - p(s )BB*P(s)x + C*Cx] ds) w,w" 

This proves (5.25). D 
The differential Riccati equation (5.25) in Corollary 5.4 has been established in 

[34] under the additional assumption that B E !l'(U, H) satisfies hypothesis (H2) 
with H replaced by W. Under this condition also the uniqueness for nonnegative 
solutions of (5.25) has been shown in [34] and one can easily see that <I>(t, s) E !l'(W). 
It seems that the latter does not hold in general under the assumptions of Corollary 
5.4 

COROLLARY 5.7 (BOUNDED OUTPUT OPERATOR). Suppose that the SCS (5.2) is 
well posed in the sense of Definition 2.4 and that C E !l'(H, Y) and 1',. = 
C(p.I - A)-lB. Then the following statements hold. 

(i) if/' = {(xo, zo) E H X V* I Axo - BB*zo E H} and ~(xo, zo) = 

(-B*zo,Cxo) for (xo, zo) E if/'. The space W(t) consists of all Xo E H for which 
there exist U o E U, YI E Y such that Axo + Buo E Hand 

(5.26) 
Uo + IaT - t u{s; T - t, Axo + Buo, -C*YI) ds = 0, 

If these equations hold, then P(t)xo E V* and F(t)xo = -B*P(t)xo = Uo and 
K(t)xo = CXo· 

(ii) The following equation holds for all x, z E Hand 0 ~ t ~ T, 

(5.27) (z,p(t)x) = iT (C<I>(T,t)Z,CS(T - t)x)dT. 
t 

(iii) The following equation holds for 0 ~ t ~ Tandx,z E W(t): 

(5.28) 
(z,p(t)x) = iT (C<I>(T,t)z,C<I>(T,t)x)dT 

t 

+ iT (B*P(T)<I>(T,t)z,B*P(T)<I>(T,t)x)dT. 
t 

PROOF. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that (xo, P(O)xo) = (y(.; x o), "6'(T)xo). 
This proves (5.27) for t = 0 and x = z. In general, (5.27) follows from the fact that 
P( t) is selfadjoint and plays the role of P(O) for the control problem on the time 
interval [t, T]. Statements (i) and (iii) follow from (5.9) and Theorem 5.5. D 
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COROLLARY 5.8 (STRICTLY UNBOUNDED INPUT OPERATOR). Suppose that the SCS 
(5.2) is wellposed in the sense of Definition 2.4, that B is injective and strictly 
unbounded with respect to H and that the operators il, f, K are related to the SCS 
(5.2) as in §2.2. Then the following statements hold. 

(i) 11'= {(xo, zo) E Z X H lil*zo + K*Kxo + f*fxo E H} and §(xo, zo) = 
(fxo, Kxo) for (xo, zo) E 11'. The space Wet) consists of all Xo E Z for which there 
exist u1 E U and Yl E Y such that K *Yl + f*u1 E Hand 

{
fXO + foT - t u(s; T - t, ilxo, -K*YI - f*u 1) ds = -u1, 

(5.29) 
Kxo + foT - t y(s; T - t, ilxo, -K*Y1 - f*u 1) ds = Y1' 

If these equations'hold then il*P(t)xo + K*Kxo + f*fxo E Hand F(t)xo = fx o, 
K(t)xo = Kx o· 

(ii) For every Xo E H the adjoint state z(·) = z(·; x o) E ~[o, T; H] n 
W I ,2[0, T; Z *] and the optimal control u(·) = u(·; x o) E L 2[0, T; U] and the optimal 
output y( . ) = y( . ; x o) E L 2[0, T; Y] satisfy the equation 

(5.30) z(t) + f*u(t) = -il*z(t) - K*y(t), z(T) = 0. 
If moreover Xo E W(O), then z(· ) E ~I[O, T; HI and x(,) = x(· ; x o) E ~[O, T; Z]n 
~1IO, T; H] satisfies the equation 
(5.31) . x(t)=ilx{t),' fx(t)=u(t), y{t}=Kx(t), :x(O)=.xo' 

(iij) The following equation holds for all t E [0, T] and all x, z E Wet): 

(z, p(t)x) = fT (KcI>( T, t)z, KcI>( T, t)xhdT 
t 

+ fT (fcI>(T,t)z,fcI>(T,t)x)udT. 
t 

(5.32) 

PROOF. Statement (i) follows from (5.9) together with the fact that A*ZI + C*YI 
E Hand B*(p,I - A*)-1(p,Z1 - A*Z1 - C*Y1) + ~*YI = -u1 is equivalent to il*Z1 
+ K*Yl + f*u1 E H (Lemma 2.2). The remaining assertions of the corollary follow 
directly from Theorem 5.5. 0 

COROLLARY 5.9 (STRICTLY UNBOUNDED OUTPUT OPERATOR). Suppose that the SCS 
(5.2) is well posed in the sense of Definition 2.4, that C has a dense range and is strictly 
unbounded with respect to H and that the operators A, 0, G are related to the SCS 
SCS (5.2) as in §2.3. Then the following statements hold. 

(i) 11'= {(xo, zo) E H X X* I Axo - GG*zo - OO*zo E H} and §(xo, zo) = 
(-G*zo,O*zo) for (xo,zo) E 11'. The space Wet) consists of all Xo E H for which 
there exist U o E U and Yo E Y such that Axo + Guo - Oyo E Hand 

{
uo + foT - t u(s; T - t, Axo + Guo - 0Yo, 0) ds = 0, 

(5.33) I T - t 
Yo + 0 y(s; T - t, Axo + Guo - 0Yo,O) ds = 0. 

If these equations hold then P(t)xo E X* and F(t)xo = -G*P(t)xo = uo and 
K(t)xo = O*P(t)xo = Yo' 
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(ii) For every Xo E H the optimal state trajectory x(·) = x(·; x o) E <6'[0, T; H] n 
W 1,2[O, T; X] and the optimal control u(·) = u(·; xo) E L 2[0, T; U] and the optimal 
output y(.) = y(.; xo) E L 2[0, T; Y] satisfy the equation 
(5.34) x(t) + ny(t) = Ax(t) + Gu(t}, x(o) = x o' 
If moreover Xo E W(O) then x(') E <6'1[0, T; H] and z(·) = z(·; x o) E <6'[0, T; X*] 
n <6'1[0, T; H] satisfies the equation 
(5.35) z(t) = -A*z(t), n*z(t) = y(t), u(t) = -G*z(t), z(T) = 0. 

(iii) The following equation holds for all t E [0, T] and all x, z E Wet): 

(z, P(t)x> = fT (n*p( 'T) <I> ( 'T, t)z,n*p( 'r)<I>( 'T, t)xhd'T 
(5.36) I 

+ fT (G*p('T)<I>('T,t)z, G*P('T}<I>('T,t}x>ud'T. 
I 

PROOF. Lemma 2.12 and Theorem 5.5. 0 
The linear quadratic control problem (LQCP) for infinite dimensional systems 

with unbounded control and observation has previously been studied e.g. by Lukes 
and Russell [30], Russell [37], Lions [28], Balakrishnan [2], Lasiecka and Triggiani 
[25, 27], Flandoli [13], Sorine [42, 43] for various classes of partial differential 
equations (PDE) and by Ichikawa [20], Datko [9], Delfour [10], Ito and Tam [21], 
Pritchard and Salamon [34], Karrakchou [22], for retarded and neutral functional 
differential equations (FDE). A general semigroup theoretic framework for the 
LQCP which allows for unbounded input and output operators and applies to large 
classes of PDEs and FDEs has been presented in [34]. However, the "degree of 
unboundedness" in the input and output operators which can be allowed in [34] is 
not general enough to cover all cases of interest. In the theory developed in this 
section there are no requirements on the operators A, B, C, ~ other than 
wellposedness. In this sense our approach includes all previous results on the LQCP 
for wellposed control systems. However, more specific conclusions and results are 
certainly possible under more restrictive assumptions. In the case of analytic 
semigroups for example we refer to Flandoli [13], Sorine [42, 43], Lasiecka and 
Triggiani [25], DaPrato [8] and for the LQCP on the infinite time interval under 
stronger hypotheses to Pritchard and Salamon [34]. Moreover, we mention the recent 
paper by Flandoli [14] which contains a very nice approach to the LQCP for 
nonwellposed Cauchy problems. 

6. Functional differential equations. The aim of this section is to show how a very 
general class of neutral functional differential equations (NFDE) fits into the 
framework of §2 so that the results of §§4 and 5 can be applied. Consider the NFDE 

(6.1) { ; (x~t) - MXI - Gu() = LXI + Bul' 

y(t) - CX I + Dul' 

where u(t) E R m, x(t) ERn, y(t) E RP and x( is defined by xI('T) = x(t + 'T) for 
-h ~ 'T ~ ° where ° < h < 00. Correspondingly L, M, B, G, C, D are bounded, 
linear functionals on the appropriate spaces of continuous functions. They can be 
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represented in the form 

Lrp = foh d'l'/( T )rp( -T), 

Bg = foh d~( T)g(-T), 
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Mrp = foh d/L( T )rp( -T), 

Gg = t dY(T)g(-T), 

Crp = foh dK( T )rp(-T), 

Dg = foh d8(T)g(-T), 

for rp E ~[-h, T; Rn], g E ~[-h, 0; Rm] where '1'/, /L, ~, y, K, 8 are normalized 
matrix functions of bounded variation, that is they are constant for T ;;,. h, right 
continuous for ° < T < h and vanish for T ~ 0. Note that the expression LXt = 
d'l'/ * x( t) makes sense as an L 2-function of t if x(·) E L 2[ -h, 0; Rn]. In order to 
guarantee the existence and uniqueness for the solutions of (6.1) we will always 
assume that 
(6.2) /L(O) = lim /L( T). ,.J,o 
Given any control input u(·) E L2[-h, T; Rm] a function x(·) E L2[-h,0;Rn] is 
said to be a solution of (6.1) if the function 
(6.3) q(t) = x(t) - MX t - Gut' ° ~ t ~ T, 
is in W1•2[0, T; Rn) and satisfies q(t) = LXt + BUt for almost every t E [0, T]. 
Under condition (6.2) it has been shown in [4, 40] that system (6.1), (6.3) admits a 
unique solution pair x(·) E L 2[ -h, T; Rn], q(.) E W1.2[0, T; Rn] for every input 
u( . ) E L 2[0, T; Rm] and every initial condition of the form 
(6.4) q(O)=rpo, X(T)=rpl(T), U(T)=rp2(T), -h ~ T < 0, 
where 

rp = (rpo, rp\ rp2) E H = R n X L 2 [ -h, 0; Rn] X L 2 [ -h , 0; Rm] . 

In this section we will be concerned with the problem of finding an abstract 
evolution equation which equivalently describes the solutions of (6.1). Such an 
evolution equation has been derived for neutral systems with state delays only 
(G = 0, BUt = Bou(t), C = 0, D = 0) by Burns, Herdman and Stech [4]. For 
retarded systems with input delays (M = 0, G = 0, C = 0, D = 0) we refer to 
Ichikawa [20], Vinter and Kwong [44], Delfour [10], and for neutral systems with 
delays either in control or observation to Salamon [40]. Retarded systems with 
simultaneous delays in control and observation (M = 0, G = 0, D = 0) have been 
for the first time successfully treated in Pritchard and Salamon [34]. That approach, 
however, is not applicable if D*-O the problem being "too much unboundedness" 
in the input and output operators. A state space approach for this class of systems 
(M = 0, G = 0) has been developed recently by Delfour and Karrakchou [11] using 
the forcing function state concept which is due to Miller [31]. We use a different 
approach to derive an evolution equation representation for general system of the 
form (6.1). 

In order to reformulate system (6.1) in the framework of §2.2 we define 
Z = {rp E HI rpl E W1.2[ -h, 0; Rn], rp2 E W1.2[ -h, 0; Rm], 

rpo = rpl(O) _ Mrpl _ Grp2} , 

U= Rm, Y= RP, 
Arp = (Lrpl - Brp2, ql, cp2), frp = rp2(0), Krp = Crpl + Drp2. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Letthe spaces Z cHand the operators!l E 2( Z, H), r E 2( Z, U), 
K E 2(Z, Y) be defined as above and let cp E Z, u(·) E W 1•2[0, T; Rm] satisfy 
cp2(0) = u(O). Furthermore, let x(·) E L 2[ -h, T; Rn], q(.) E W 1•2[O, T; Rn], y(.) E 

L 2[0, T; RP] be given and define 

(6.5) 

for 0 ~ t ~ T. Then x(t), q(t), y(t) satisfy (6.1), (6.3), (6.4) if and only if x(·) E 

~[O, T; Z] n ~l[O, T; H] satisfies 

{ 
~x(t) = !lx(t), X(O) = cp, 

rx(t) = u(t), 0 ~ t ~ T, 
y(t) = Kx(t). 

(6.6) 

Furthermore, the BCS (6.6) is wellposed in the sense of Definition 2.10. 

PROOF. If x(t), w(t), y(t) satisfy (6.1), (6.3), (6.4), then x(·) E W 1,2[_h, T; Rn] 
(see [40, Theorem 1.2.3]) and moreover u(·) E W 1•2 [_h, T; Rm]. Now it follows from 
the shift property of the term (6.5) that x(·) E ~[O, T; Z] n ~l[O, T; H] and 
stantard arguments in the theory of FDEs (e.g. Bernier and Manitius [3], Salamon 
[40, Theorem 1.2.6]) show that (d/dt)x(t) = !lx(t). The equations u(t) = rx, 
y(t) = Kx(t) are obviously satisfied. Therefore x(t) satisfies (6.6). The converse 
implication follows from the fact that the restriction of !l to ker r is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup [40, Theorem 1.2.6] and therefore the 
solutions of (6.6) are unique. 

Combining Theorem 6.1 with the existence, uniqueness and continuous depen-
dence results for the solutions of (6.1) (see e.g. [40, Theorem 1.2.3]) we obtain that 
the BCS (6.6) is wellposed in the sense of Definition 2.10. 0 

In order to derive a satisfactory solution of the linear quadratic control problem 
we have to clarify the relation between the dual system of (6.6) and the transposed 
system of (6.1). Following [31, 10,34,40,41] we write the transposed NFDE in the 
form 

z(t) = - foT - t d'r/*(7)z(t + 7) - foT - t dJL*(7)z(t + 7) 

_IT- t dK*( 7)V(t + 7) - I/.,l(t - T), 
o 

(6.7) w(t) = I T - t df3*( 7)Z(t + 7) + I T - t dy*( 7)Z(t + 7) 
o 0 

+ I T - t d8*( 7 )v(t + 7) + l{/(t - n, 
o 

z(T) = 1/;0, t ~ T, 

where I/; = (1/;0, 1/;1, 1/;2) E H. The obvious existence, uniqueness and continuous 
dependence results hold for the solutions of (6.7) [40, Theorem 1.2.3]. The state of 
(6.7) at time t ~ 0 is the triple z(t) = (z(t), Zl, Wi) E H where Zl E L2[-h,0; Rn] 
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and w t E L2[-h,0; Rm] are given by 

zt(s) = jT-t-s d'l'/*(T)z(t + s + T) + jT-t-s dp.*(T)z{t + s + T) 
~ ~ 

+ jT-t-s dlC*(T)v{t + s + T) + 1/8t + s - T) 
-s 

wt(s) = jT-t-s d{3*{T)z(t + s + T) + jT-t-s dY*{T)z{t + s + T) 
-$ -s 

(6.8) 

+ jT-t-s dl'*{ T)V(t + s + T) + 1/;2{t + S - t) 
-s 

for -h ~ s ~ 0. With this definition it follows from standard arguments in the 
theory of FDEs that the state x(t) E H of the NFDE (6.1) and the state 2(t) E H of 
the NFDE (6.7) always satisfy equation (3.4) (see e.g. [41, 40, Theorem 2.3.5] or [Part 
II, Theorem 2.2]). Using this fact together with Corollary 3.4 we obtain the following 
result as an immediate consequence. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let I/; E H, v(·) E L2[0, T; RP], z(·) E W1.2[O, T; Rn], w(·) E 

L2[0, T; Rm] be given and let 2(t) = (z(t), zt, wt) E H be defined by (6.8). Then z(t) 
and wet) satisfy (6.7) for almost every t E [0, T] if and only if 2(·) E rt'[0, T; H] n 
W1.2[O, T; Z*] is the unique solution of the abstract POP 

(6.9) ;z(t) - f*w(t) = -~*2(t) - K*v{t), t ~ T, 2{T) = 1/;. 

Furthermore, the POP (6.9) is weI/posed in the sense of Definition 2.16. 

We can now transform the BCS (6.6) and the POP (6.9) into their corresponding 
semigroup control system as in §2 and then apply Theorem 5.1. Alternatively, we 
can use Corollary 5.8 direcly to obtain that the optimal control u(·) = u(·; cp) E 

L2[O, T; Rm] which minimizes the cost functional (5.1) subject to (6.1), (6.3), (6.4) is 
characterized by the transposed equation (6.7) with I/; = 0, wet) = u(t), v(t) = yet) 
(compare Karrakchou [22]). 

7. Partial differential equations. The aim of this section is to clarify the relation 
between the framework in §2 and the one developed by Lions [28] and Lions and 
Magenes [29] in their classical work. Although some of the material in this section is 
known, at some places things are presented in a slightly different way than usual. 
Therefore, we feel that a somewhat more elaborate discussion is appropriate. 

The semigroup theoretic reformulation of boundary control systems is of course 
not new. Earlier work in this direction has been done for example by Balakrishnan 
[2], Washburn [45], Curtain and Pritchard [6], Lasiecka and Triggiani [24]. One of 
the important insights in [2, 45], is that the input operator is given, roughly speaking, 
by composing the infinitesimal generator with the solution operator of an elliptic 
problem. We find it convenient to take a slightly different route and introduce the 
input operator directly on the basis of a classical duality result (Theorem 7.1 below). 

In order to avoid confusion we point out that throughout this section we denote 
by V the space introduced by Lions and by g an open domain in Rn. Furthermore, 
whenever the letter ~ appears in this section it will denote the operator of §2.2 and 
not the Laplacian. 
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7.1. Parabolic systems. Consider the parabolic PDE with Dirichlet boundary 
control described by the equations 

(7.1) { 
~; (x,t) + L (_l)IPIDP(apuDuz)(x,t) = 0, 

Ipl.I"I';m 
D!z(x,t) = u/x,t), x E a~, t> 0, j = O,l, ... ,m - 1, 

x E 0, t> 0, 

on a bounded, open domain 0 c Rn whose boundary ao is a compact orientable 
~oo-manifold. We assume that the coefficients ap,,(x) are in ~OO(g) and satisfy the 
uniform ellipticity condition 

(7.2) L apu(x)e~u;;;. cl~12, 
Ipl.I"I';m 

for some constant c > 0. The functions u/x, t) are understood as the control inputs 
and it is the aim of this section to show how system (7.1) fits into the framework of 
§2. 

Following Lions [28] and Lions and Magenes [29] we first introduce the spaces 
V = Ho(O), H = L2(0), V* = H-m(o) so that V c He V* with continuous, 
dense injections and we define the bilinear form a(·, .) on Hm(o) by 

a(tP,<p) = L 1 apu(x)DPtP(x)D"<p(x)dx 
Ipl.lul';m n 

for <p, tP E Hm(o). Furthermore, we introduce the differential operators Land L* 
from H 2m(0) into L2(0) by 

L<p= L (_l)IPIDP(apuDu<p), 
Ipl.I"I';m 

L*tP= L (-l)IUIDu(apuDPtP) 
Ipl.I"I';;m 

for <p, tP E H 2m(0). Then the following basic duality result plays a centrol role in 
this section. For the proof we refer to Folland [15, p. 288] in connection with the 
trace theorem. 

THEOREM 7.1. (i) There exist differential operators B/ of order 2m - 1 - j for 
j = 0, ... , m - 1, defined in a neighborhood of a~, such that the following equation 
holds for <p E Hm(o), tP E H2m(0), 

m-l 
(L*tP,<P)L2(fl) = a(tP,<p) + L 1 B/tP(x)D!<p(x) dS(x). 

o an 
The highest order term of B/ is of the form b/x)D}m-l-J + D;m-l-J where 
bi') E ~OO(aO) is bounded away from zero and D;m-l-J is a tangential differential 
operator on ao of order at most 2m - 1 - j. 

(ii) For <p E H2m(0) and tP E Hom(O) we have (tP, L<p) = a( tP, <p). 

This theorem shows that every classical solution of the parabolic PDE (7.1) is a 
weak solution in the following sense. 
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DEFINITION 7.2 (WEAK SOLUTION). Let U/·) E L2[0, T; L2(aO)] be given. Then a 
function z(·) E L2[0, T; L2(0)] is said to be a weak solution of (7.1) if (1/1, z(·) E 

W 1•2[0, T] for every l/; E H2m(0) n H~(O) and the following equation holds for 
almost every t E [0, T] 

d m-l 

(7.3) -d (1/1, z{t» + (L*l/;, z{t» = L (B/l/;, Ui t »L2 (afl)' 
t 0 

The main step toward the existence and uniqueness result for weak solutions is the 
Garding inequality 

(7.4) <p E V, 

which follows from the uniform ellipticity (7.2) (see for example Folland [15, p. 
309]). This inequality in connection with standard results in semigroup theory shows 
that the operator A: V -> V* defined by 

(l/;,A<p) = -a{l/;,<p), <p,l/; E V, 
is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup S(t) E 2(V*) (see for 
example pazy [32], Friedman [16]). Furthermore, it follows from Rellich's lemma 
that A has a compact resolvent operator. The restriction of A to ~(A) = {<p E 

V I A<p E H} is the generator of the restricted semigroup S(t) E 2(H). A classical 
result in the L 2 theory for elliptic boundary value problems shows that the domain 
of this restriction is given by 

W=~{A)= {<pE VIA<pEH} =H2m(0)nHom{0) 

(Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg [1], Friedman [16]). Moreover, Theorem 7.1 shows 
that A<p = -L<p, <p E W. Now the trace theorem allows us to understand the 
boundary operators B/ in Theorem 7.1 as bounded linear transformations from W 
into U = L2(aO). Hence Bj E 2(U; W*) and we can rewrite (7.3) into the abstract 
Cauchy problem 

m-l 

(7.5) z{t) = Az{t) + L BjUit), z{O) = Zo E V*. 
o 

For all Zo E V* and all uj{·) E L2[0, T; U] the corresponding solution of (7.5) is 
given by the variation-of-constants formula 

m-l 

(7.6) z{t; zo, u) = S{t)zo + L f S{t - s )BjUis) ds. 
o 0 

It follows from results by DaPrato [8], Balakrishnan [2], Washburn [45], Lasiecka 
[23] that this solution always lies in 

z{·; zo, u) E L2[O, T; H] n 'ff[O, T; V*] n W1,2[O, T; W*] 

and depends in these spaces continuously on Zo E V* and u/·) E L2[0, T; U], 
j = 0, ... , m - 1. This proves the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence 
for the weak solutions of (7.1). In other words, the SCS (7.5) is wellposed in the state 
space V * in the sense of Definition 2.4, if the output is defined through any 
bounded operator on H. 
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In order to transform the SCS (7.5) into an abstract BCS with V* as a state space 
we have to make sure that the input operators Bj E !l'(U, W*) are strictly un-
bounded with respect to this space. 

LEMMA 7.3. LO'-l Bjuj E V* = U o = u1 = ... = U m - 1 = 0. 

PROOF. Suppose that not all the uj vanish identically and let k E {O, ... , m - I} 
be the smallest index with Uk ;;j; 0. Choose v(·) E ~ao(an) such that < v, Uk) = l. 
Let v(x), x E an, denote the (global, smooth) outward unit normal vector. Then the 
neighborhood V. = {x + tv(x) I x E an, -I': < t < I':} is diffeomorphic to an x 
(-I':, 1':) if I': is sufficiently small. Finally, let n·) E ~OC( R; [0, 1]) satisfy n t) = 1 for 
It I ~ 1/4 and nt) = ° for It I ~ 1/2. Then we define 1/1. E ~ao(n) by 

( t) t2m - 1 - k v(x) 
I/I.(x + tv(x)) = ~ -; (2m _ 1 _ k)1 bk(x) , x E an, -I': < t ~ 0, 

and I/I.(x) = ° for x E n\ V. (compare Folland [15, p. 294]). Then B/I/I. = ° for 
j> k and BN. = v. This implies 

Since 1/1. E Hf:'(n) and 1I1/I.IIHm(O) tends to zero as I': approaches zero, we conclude 
that LO'-lBjuj $. V*. 0 

The previous lemma allows us to introduce the space 

Z= {CPEHIACPE V*+ m~l rangeBj } 

and operators 6. : Z --+ V *, rj: Z -+ U such that 

(7.7) 
m-l 

Acp + L Bjrjcp = 6.cp, 
o 

cP E Z. 

Then Z becomes a Hilbert space if we define 
m-l 

IlcplI~ = IIcplih + l16.cplI~* + L IIrjcplI~. 
o 

Now the results of §2.2 show that the SCS (7.5) is equivalent to the BCS 

(7.8) { z(t) = ~z(t), t. ~ 0, z(O) =:0 E Z, 
rjz(t) u/t), J O, ... ,m 1. 

More precisely, the BCS (7.8) is wellposed in the state space V* (Proposition 2.11) 
and for all Zo E Z and all u;<·) E W 1•2 [0, T; L 2(an)] with rjZO = u;<O) the function 
z(·; zo, u) defined by (7.6) is in ~[O, T; Z] n ~1[0, T; V*] and satisfies (7.8) 
(Proposition 2.8). Moreover, the definition of Z shows that every solution z(·) E 

L2[0, T; H] n W 1•2[0, T; V*] of the SCS (7.5) is inL2[0, T; Z] and also satisfies (7.7). 
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LEMMA 7.4. (i) Hm(o) c Z with a continuous, dense injection and 

(7.9) ( 1/1, tlcp) = -a ( 1/1 , cp ) , 

(7.10) rjcp = D/cp, cp E Hm(O), j = 0, ... , m - 1. 

In particular, tlcp = -Lcp for cp E H 2m(O). 
(ii) Let U j E L2(aO) be given and suppose that cp = LQ'-l (JLI - A)-lBjuj E 

Hm(o). Then 

(7.11) ( a~1/I,~) + JLN, cp) = 0, ~ ~ HO'(fJ), _ 
D.cp - uj , J - 0,1, ... , m 1. 

(iii) If <P E Hm(fJ) then cp = LQ'-l(JLI - A)-lBjD/<P E Hm(fJ) and (7.11) holds 
with uj = D/<P. 

PROOF. Let cp E Hm(fJ) be given and define <P E V* by (1/I,<P) = -a(1/I,cp) for 
1/1 E HO'(fJ). Then it follows from Theorem 7.1 that the following equation holds for 
1/1 E H2m(fJ) n HO'(fJ): 

( 1/1, Acp + mi:1 BjD/CP) = -(L*1/I, CP)H + mi:1 (B/1/I, D/cp)u = N, <P)v,v* 
o W,w* 0 

and hence 
m-l 

Acp + L BjD/cp = <P E V*. 
o 

By equation (7.7) and Lemma 7.3, this implies cp E Z, tlcp = <P, rjcp = D/cp. Thus we 
have proved that Hm(o) c Z and (7.9), (7.10) hold. It follows from (7.9) and (7.10) 
that there exists a constant c > ° such that Iicpli z ~ ciicpli Hm for all cp E Hm(fJ) and 
hence the injection of Hm(fJ) into Z is continuous. 

This proves all the assertions of statement (i) except for the density of Hm(fJ) in 
Z. Statement (ii) follows now immediately from Proposition 2.8(i). In order to prove 
statement (iii), let <P E Hm(fJ) be given and define cp = LQ'-l (JLI - AtlBjrj<p. 
Then it follows again from Proposition 2.8 that cp E Z and tlcp = JLCP, rjcp = r/p. 
Therefore we get from equation (7.7) that A(cp - <P) = tlcp - tl<p E V* and hence 
cp - <P E HO'(fJ). This proves statement (iii). 

Now let cp E Z be given and observe that 
m-l 

cp - L (JLI - Af1Bjrjcp = (JLI - Afl(JLcp - tlcp) E HO'(fJ). 
o 

Moreover, choose uj E ~OO(afJ) converging to rjcp in L 2(afJ). Then there exists a 
<p n E ~OO(Q) with rj<pn = uj for j = 0, ... , m - 1 (Folland [15, p. 294]). Hence it 
follows from statement (iii) that 

m-l 

cpn = cp + L (JLI - AflBi uj - rjcp) E Hm(fJ). 
o 
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Furthermore, cpn converges to cp in Z since fjcpn = uj and 

m-l 

~(cpn - cp) = L IL(ILI - ArlBiuj - fjcp). 
o 

Therefore Hm(fl) is dense in Z. 0 
REMARKS 7.5. (i) The results of this section indicate that Z is the natural space for 

studying the solutions of both the parabolic PDE (7.1) and the associated elliptic 
boundary value problem (7.11). It follows from Lemma 7.4 that Z is the completion 
of ~OO(n) with respect to the norm 

m-l 

IIcplI~ = IIcpllizeo) + IILcpll~-m(o) + L IIDjCPlli2(ao)' 
o 

(ii) Let us define B E .P(Um, W*) by Bu = LO'-l Bjuj for u = (uo, ... , Urn-I) E 
urn. Then it follows from Lemma 7.4 that the operator (ILl - A)-IB E .P(Um, Z) is 
the extended solution operator for the elliptic boundary value problem (7.11). This 
relates our results to those by Balakrishnan [2], Washburn [45]. 

(iii) If u E U m then it is easy to see that cp = (ILl - A)-IBu E L2(fl) satisfies 
Lcp + JLCP = ° in the distributional sense. Hence it follows from the local regularity 
theorem for elliptic operators (see for example Folland [15, p. 269]) that cp E ~I:(fl). 
This shows that Z C H{~(fl). 

7.2. Hyperbolic systems. Consider the hyperbolic PDE with Dirichlet boundary 
control described by the equations 

X E fl, t> 0, 

(7.12) Djz(x,t) = u/x,t), x E afl, t> 0, j = O, ... ,m - 1, 
az 

y(t)=C1it(.,t), t>O, 

where fl c Rn and ap,,(x) have the same properties as in the previous section and C 
is a bounded linear operator from H = L2(fl) into the Hilbert space Y. Also the 
spaces U = L 2(fl), W = H2m(fl) II HO'(fl), V = HO'(fl), the bilinear form a(·, .) 
on Hm(fl) and the operators L, L* E .p(H2m(fl), L2(fl», Bj E 'p(U, W*), A E 

.P(W, H) II.P(V, V*) II.P(H, W*) are defined as in §7.1. Then it follows again 
from Theorem 7.1 that every classical solution of (7.12) is a weak solution in the 
following sense. 

DEFINITION 7.6 (WEAK SOLUTION). Let u/· ) E L 2[0, T; L 2(afl)] be given. Then a 
function z(·) E ~[O, T; L2(fl)] II ~I[O, T; H-m(fl)] is said to be a weak solution of 
(7.12) if ("', z(·» E W 2,2[0, T] for every '" E H 2m(fl) II HO'(fl) and the following 
equation holds for almost every t E [0, T]: 

(7.13) 
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This means that Z(·) E '/frO, T; H] () '/fl[O, T; V*] () W 2,2[0, T; W*] satisfies the 
second order abstract Cauchy problem 

(7.14;1) 

(7.14; 2) 

z(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), t > 0, 

z(O) = cpo E H, z(O) = cpl E V*, 

where u(t) E 0/1 = urn and BE 2(0/1, W*) is defined as in Remark 7.5(ii). If 
z( . ) E '/fl[O, T; H] then the output of the system is given by 

(7.14; 3) d 
y ( t) = dt Cz ( t ) , t> 0. 

In order to rewrite system (7.14) into a first order SCS as in §2.1 we introduce the 
spaces "Ir= V X !l, Yt'= H X V*, "1'"= V* X W* so that "Ire Yt'e "I'" with con-
tinuous, dense injections. We consider on each of these spaces the standard inner 
product and identify none of them with its respective dual. We also introduce the 
operators '/f E 2 ("Ir, tJj/), dE 2 ("Ir, Yt') () 2 ( Yt', "1'"), !J4 E 2 (0/1, "1'"), ~ E 

2 ("lI, tJj/) by 

!J4=[~], 
'/f= [0 C], 

Observe that the range of (p,I - d)-I!J4 is always contained in H X H, that '/f = 
[0 C] extends naturally to a bounded operator on this space and that ~ is given 
by the composition of these operators. Now for every weak solution z(t) of (7.12) 
the function 2(·) = (z(·), z(· )) E '/frO, T; Yt'] () W 1,2[0, T; "1'"] satisfies the abstract 
SCS 

(7.15) { 
;2(t) = d2(t) + !J4u(t), t ~ 0,2(0) = cp E Yt', 

y(t) = '/f(p,I -df1(P,2(t) - ;2(t») +~u(t), 

and vice versa. The equation for the output, of course, requires that 2( t) E 

W 1•2 [0, T; Yt']. It can be written in the simple form y(t) = ''/f2(t) if '/f is understood 
as the extended operator on H X H, However, for some purposes it is convenient to 
keep (7.15) in its more complicated form. In particular, the duality relations can be 
derived in a straightforward way and the results of §§4 and 5 can be applied directly. 

It requires only the Garding inequality (7.4) to establish the hypotheses (SO) and 
(SI) of §2.1 for the SCS (7.15). In fact, it follows from the Hille-Yoshida-Phillips 
theorem that d is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous group 
y(t) E 2( "Ir) () 2( Yt') () 2( "1'"). This proves the uniqueness for the weak solu-
tions of (7.12) and their existence if cp = (cpo, cpl) E Yt' and u/·) E 

W 1,2[0, T; L 2(an)]. We denote the weak solution of (7.12), respectively (7.14). 
always by z( t; cp, u) and it is given by the first component of 

2 ( t; cp, u) = Y ( t ) cp + lot Y (t - s ) !J4 u ( s ) ds E Yt'. 
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If z(·; cp, u) E ~1[0, T; H] then the corresponding output of (7.12), respectively 
(7.14) or (7.15), will be denoted by y(t; cp, u). If the SCS (7.15) is wellposed then the 
same notation extends to arbitrary u(·) E L 2[0, T; Ok']. In this case it follows from 
the usual density and continuous dependence arguments that the equation 

(7.16) Cz(t; cp, u) = Ccpo + f yes; cp, u) ds 

° holds for all cp E £, u(·) E L 2[0, T; Ok'], t ;;;. O. 
Now let Z c H, ~ E 2(Z, V*), fj E 2(Z, U) be given as in §7.1 and define 

f E 2(Z, Ok') by fcp = (focp, ... , fm-lCP) for cp E Z. Then we get 
fl'= {cp E £ I dcp E £+ range ~} = Z X H 

and the SCS (7.15) is related to the BCS 

{ 
~2(t) = (~~)2(t), 2(0) = cp E fl', 

(7.17) [f O]z(t) = u(t), 
yet) = [0 C]2(t), t;;;. 0, 

as in §2.2. This means that 2(·) E ~1[0, T; £] satisfies (7.15) if and only if 
2(·) E ~[O, T; fl'] and (7.17) holds. 

We point out that everything remains the same if Ok' is an arbitrary Hilbert space 
and BE 2(0k', W*) is injective and strictly unbounded with respect to V* which 
we will assume from now on. In that context it is interesting to state explicitly the 
consequences of the perturbation result in §4. For this purpose we denote by 
~(T) E 2(L2[0, T; Ok']; £), ~(T) E 2(£, L2[0, T; CY]) and !T(T) E 
2(L 2[0, T; Ok'], L 2[0, T; CY]) for T> 0 the operators introduced in §2.1. 

COROLLARY 7.7. Suppose that the SCS (7.15) is well posed in the sense of Definition 
2.4, that !f!I = Ok' and that J - !T(t) is invertible for t > O. Then the following 
statements hold. 

(i) The operators YF(t) = Y(t) + ~(t)[J - !T(t)]-l~(t) E 2(£) define a 
strongly continuous semigroup whose infinitesimal generator will be denoted by d F' 

(ii) The closed loop input 

u(·) = uF(-; cp) = [J - !T(T)]-l~(T)cp E L2[0, T; Ok'] 

and the first conponent 
z(·) = ZF('; cp) E ~[O, T; H] n ~1[0, T; V*] n W 2 •2 [0, T; W*] 

of !/' (t) cp are the unique solutions of the feedback system 

(7.18) d {
t(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) E W*, z(O) = cpo E H, z(O) = cpl E V*, 

u(t) = dt Cz(t), t;;;. 0, 

whenever cp E H. Furthermore YF(t)cp = (z(t), z(t)) for all t ;;;. O. 
(iii) irF = {cp E H X HI Acpo + BCcpl E V*} = {cp E Z X HI fcpo = Ccpl} C 

P}(dF) is invariant under YF(t). Moreover, if cp E irF then dFCP = (cpl, Acpo + 
BCcpl) = (cpl, Llcpo) and ZF(-; cp) E ~[O, T; Z] n ~1[0, T; H] n ~2[0, T; V*], 
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U F(·; cp) E W1.2[O, T; %'] with ZF(t; cp) = ZF(t; dFcp), uF(t; cp) = uF(t; dFCP), 
uF(t; cp) = fzF(t; cp) = CzF(t; cp). 

(iv) lfeither dl!isfinitedimensionalorC E2'(V*,o/), then !!2(dF) = 1rF. 

We consider the dual system of the SCS (7.15) in the dual spaces "1'* = V X W, 
Yl'* = H X V, 1r* = V* X H. We identify only the spaces %' and 0/ with their 
respective dual so that the operators d* E2'(f*,Yl'*)n2'(Yl'*,1r*), 'G'* E 
2'(0/,1r*), !1l* E 2'("1'*, %'), ~* E 2'(0/, dI!) are given by 

d* = (~ ~*), 'G'* = ( 0 ) 
C* ' 

!1l* = [0 B*], 

Observe that the range of (ILl - d*)-l is always contained in H X W, that 
!1l* = [0 B*] extends naturally to a bounded operator on this space and that ~* 
is given by the composition of these operators. Now the dual SCS in the time reverse 
form is described by the equations 

{ 
~ w{t) = -d*w{t) - 'G'*y{t), w{T) = 1/1 E Yl'*, 

(7.19) d 
u{t) = -!1l*{ILI -d*)(ILw{t) - dtw{t)) -~*y{t), t ~ T. 

The equation for the output requires that w(·) = (wo(')' w1(·» E W 1•2[0, T; Yl'*] 
which implies that A*w1(·) = -wo(') E L2[0, T; H) and hence w1(') E L2[0, T; W]. 
Furthermore, the output of (7.19) can be written in the simplerform u(t) = -!1l*w(t) 
if !1l* is understood as the extended operator on H X W. Note that the SCS (7.19) 
is related to the second order Cauchy problem 

7.20 t ( ) { dd (w{t) + C*y{t)) = A*w{t), t ~ T, 

u{t) = --B*w{t), w{O) = 1/11 E V, w{O) + C*y{O) = _1/10 E H. 

More precisely, if w(·) E 'G'[O, T; V] n Wl.2[0, T; H) with w(·) + C*y(·) E 
'G'[O, T; H) n 'G'1[0, T; V *] satisfies (7.20) then 

w{·) = (-w{·) - C*y{-), w{·)) E 'G'[O, T; Yl'*] n W 1•2[0, T; 1r*] 

is the unique solution of (7.19) and vice versa. The output of (7.20) is only well 
defined in a strong sense if w(·) E 'G'[O, T; W] or, equivalently, w(·) + C*y(·) E 
'G'1[0, T; H). This will always be the case if the system is wellposed and y(.) E 
W 1•2[0, T; 0/], w(O) E W, w(O) E V. Back in the special situation of (7.12) the dual 
system corresponds to the hyperbolic PDE 

(7.21) 

{; (act + C*y )(x,t) + L (-1)IOIDo(apoDPw){x,t) = 0, 
t t Ipl.lol",m 

uix,t) = -B/w(x,t), x E an, t ~ T, j = O, ... ,m-1. 

X E n, t ~ T, 
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Let us now consider the problem of minimizing the cost functional 

(7.22) 

subject to the SCS (7.15), respectively (7.14). In order to apply the results of §5 to 
this problem we assume that the SCS (7.15) is wellposed in the sense of Definition 
2.4 and introduce the operator 

I1(t) = «/*(T - t)[I + ff(T - t)ff*(T - t)]-1«/(T - t) E 2(£, £*) 

for ° ~ t ~ T. Also, for all q; E £, I/; E £* we denote by z(·; T, q;, 1/;) E 

«/[0, T; H) n «/1[0, T; V*) n W 2,2[0, T; W*), u(·; T, q;, 1/;) E L2[0, T; CI/I), 
y(.; T, q;, 1/;) E L 2[0, T; tW) and w(·; T, q;, 1/;) E «/[0, T; V) n W 1,2[0, T; H) with 
Cz(·; T, q;, 1/;) E W 1,2[0, T; tW) and w(·; T, q;, 1/;) + C*y(·; T, q;, 1/;) E «/[0, T; H) n 
«/1[0, T; V*) the unique solutions of the coupled equations (7.14), (7.20). Finally we 
introduce for ° ~ t ~ T the space lI'(t) of all q; E Z X H for which there exists a 
Y1 E tW with C*Y1 E V and 

(7.23) {
fq;o + foT - t u(s; T - t, (q;i, ~q;O), (0, -C*YI)) ds = 0, 

Cq;1 + foT - t y(s; T - t, (q;1, ~q;O), (0, -C*Y1)) ds = Y1' 

Then we obtain the following result as a consequence of Theorems 5.2, 5.3 and 
Corollary 5.8. 

COROLLARY 7.8. Suppose that the SCS (7.15) is well posed in the sense of Definition 
2.4. Then the following statements hold. 

(i) For every q; E £ there exists a unique optimal control u(·; q;) E L2[0, T; CI/I) 
which minimizes the cost functional (7.22) subject to (7.14). This optimal control is 
characterized by (7.20) with I/; = 0. The optimal output of (7.14) is denoted by y(t; q;) 
and the corresponding solutions z( t; q;) and w( t; q;) of (7.14) and (7.20), respectively, 
satisfy 

(7.24) (-w(t; q;) - C*y(t; q;), w(t; q;)) = I1(t)(z(t; q;),z(t; q;)) 

for ° ~ t ~ T. The optimal cost is given by 

(7.25) 

(ii) q; E 11'(0) if and only if u(·; q;) n W 1,2[0, T; CI/I), y(.; q;) E W 1,2[0, T; tW), 
z(·; q;) E «/[0, T; Z) n «/1[0, T; H) n «/2[0, T; V*), w(·; q;) E «/[0, T; W) n 
«/1[0, T; V). If q; E 11'(0) then (z(t; q;), z(t; q;)) E lI'(t) for ° ~ t ~ T and 

(7.26) u(t;q;) = fz(t;q;) = -B*w(t;q;) = -B*[I1(t)(z(t;q;),z(t;q;))]1. 

The wellposedness for general systems of the form (7.12) seems to be an open 
problem. In fact, a spectral analysis of the case m = 2 in a single space dimension 
indicates that the wellposedness in the space £= H X V* cannot be expected 
unless u/t) == ° for j < m - 1. However, in the case m = 1 with L the Laplacian 
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and Dirichlet boundary control, that is 
n a2<p 

(7.26) L<p = L -a 2' 
1 Xi 

B*t[; = -D.t[;, 

for <p, t[; E H 2(fl), the following nice result has been established by Lasiecka and 
Triggiani [26]. 

THEOREM 7.9 [26]. Ifm = 1 and L E !£,(H2(fl), L 2(fl», B* E !£'(H2(fl), L 2(afl» 
are given by (7.26) then the SCS (7.15) satisfies hypothesis (S2) of §2.1. 

We conclude that the SCS (7.15) is in fact wellposed if (7.26) holds and 
C E !£,(V*, 0/) so that the above results can be applied in this situation. If 
C $ !£,(V*, 0/) then the output operator ~ E !£'(Jr, 0/) is unbounded with respect 
to the state space £= H X V*. It seems to be a reasonable conjecture that the SCS 
(7.15) is still wellposed for a certain class of unbounded output operators. 

We also mention the paper by Graham and Russell [18] which is concerned with 
regularity properties of the wave equation under Neumann boundary control. 

Finally, we point out that analogous results on the linear quadratic control 
problem have been derived by Lasiecka and Triggiani [27] for system (7.12) with the 
cost functional 

J(u) = loT [10 z(x, t)2 dx + Ian u(x, t)2 dS(X)] dt 

under the assumptions of Theorem 7.9. This cost functional corresponds to the 
bounded output operator ~= [1 0] E !£'(£, H). 

7.3. Two examples. In this section we briefly discuss two specific partial differen-
tial equations in a single space dimension. The essential feature of these systems is 
that the input and output operators are both strictly unbounded. In particular the 
wave equation (7.27) has been one of the main motivating examples for the 
development of the theory in §2. 

For t> ° consider the one dimensional second order hyperbolic PDE with 
Neumann boundary control and point observation in the velocity described by 

a2z a2z 
-2(x,t)=a2- 2(x,t), O<x<L, at ax 

(7.27) z(O,t)=O, ;~(L,t)=bu(t), 
az 

y(t) = cat(L, t), 

where u(t) E R is the input and y(t) E R is the output. This system can be 
understood as a mathematical model for an undamped string with a fixed left end 
and the right end moving freely along a vertical line, the control acting through the 
angle at the right end. Solving equation (7.27) along its characteristics one can see 
that its input/output relationship with zero initial state is described by the dif-
ference equation 
(7.28) y(t) + y(t - 2Lja) = abc[u(t) - u(t - 2Lja)]. 
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Using this fact in connection with results in Pritchard and Salamon [34] or Ho and 
Russell [19] one gets that system (7.27) is wellposed in the state space 

H = {(cpo,q}) E Hl[O, L] X L2[0, L] I cpo (0) = a}. 
More precisely, this system can be described within the framework of §2.2 with 

Z = {(cpO,cpl) E H2[0,L] X Hl[O,L] I cpO (0) = 0, cpl(O) = a}, 
U= Y= R, 

acp = (cpl,a2~:20), rcp = b-lcpO(L), Kcp = ccpl(L). 

and is wellposed in the sense of Definition 2.10. System (7.27) is of particular 
interest, since it can be stabilized throughh the static output feedback law 

(7.29) u(t) = -fy(t), fabc> 0, 
(Russell [39], Quinn and Russell [35]). Following Theorem 4.2, the wellposedness of 
the closed loop system (7.27), (7.29) requires the invertibility of the operator 
1+ f.?7(t) for t > 0. It follows from equation (7.28) that this operator is invertible if 
and only if fabc *- -1. 

Our second example is the one dimensional fourth order hyperbolic PDE de-
scribed by 

(7.30) 

a2z a4z 
-2 (x, t) = -a 4 - 4 (x, t), 0< x < L, at ax 

a2z z(O,t) = 0, -2(L,/) = 0, ax 
az a3z -a (O,t) = 0, -3(L,t) = bu(t), 
x ax 

az y(t) = cai(L, t), 

where u(t) E R is the input and y(t) E R is the output. This system can be 
understood as a mathematical model for an undamped beam with a clamp led left 
end and a free right end, with the control acting through an external force at the 
right end. System (7.30) can again be reformulated within the framework of §2.2 
with 

H = {(cpO,cpl) E H2[0,L] X L2[0,L] I cpO (0) = cpO(O) = a}, 
Z = {(cpO,cpl) E H4[0,L] X H2[0,L] I cpO (0) = cpO(O) = qP(L) = 0, 

cpl(O) = cpl(O) = o}, 

U= Y=R, acp= (cpl,_a4a4~), rcp= b-la3CP3o(L), Kcp=ccpl(L). ax ax 
The wellposedness problem for system (7.30) in the state space H has apparently not 
been investigated in the open literature. However, a spectral analysis of the free 
system in connection with general wellposedness criteria in Pritchard and Salamon 
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[34] or Ho and Russell [19] shows that the hypotheses (B2) and (B3) are satisfied. 
Hypothesis (B2) will no longer be satisfied if the control acts through the second 
derivative. The verification of hypothesis (B4) seems to involve some further 
technical difficulties and is left as a conjecture. The feedback stabilization problem 
for system (7.30) has been studied by Chen, Delfour, Krall and Payre [5]. They have 
shown via energy estimates that the system (7.30) can be exponentially stabilized 
through the static output feedback law 

(7.31) u{t) = fy{t), foe> O. 
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